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Global and Transnational Flous and Local Cree Youth Cutture 

Martin Hayes 

This thesis is a result of an ethnographie study of identity and culture of young 
people within a context of dramatic social and economic change. A discussion is 
presented on ways in which young people in an eastern James Bay Cree 
cummunity are interpreting and using extralocal flows of cultural symbols. ideas 
and meanings from a number of sources and creolizing them within their local 
context. Two sources of cutturaf fkws are focussed on: the msss media and Pan- 
Indian ceremonies, which were both found to be important factors in shaping 
town-life experiences and to be pmviding mediums that are used by some young 
people to establish their own cuitural space in the community. 

Cree youths in Red Bank is their highly visible use of new cultural 
symbols. provides a good exemple of the diversity of a community's cultures and 
how these cultures are in continua! processes of change. This conceptudisation 
that aborQinal cultures are fluid processes breaks from cornmon understandings 
that they are unchanging. The static portraya1 of certain cultures represents- a 
common denial of cuitural agency to youth and to Native people in general. Both 
forms of denial involve a treatment of a category of human beings as passive 
recipients of culture, cultural obiects rather than subjects. What ultirnately goes 
with this ascription of passkity is a denial of political rights, a refusal to accept 
the rigMs of the 'other' (whether defined in terms of age or ethnicity) to self- 
expression and self-detemination. 

Et hnographers have been in precarious positions wit h regard to their 
quest for understanding the nature of cultural processes. At times they have 
corne to the aid of aboriginal ~mups in the struggle for political MMs and at other 
times they have hamperd these groups politicaliy. A discussion is presented on 
the difficutt but important nature of this general project of aboriginal cultural 
studies. 
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Cha~ter One 
lntr 

Red  Bank is an 8aisfern James Bay Cree community that has 

undergone incredibly rapid changes over the past 20 years. Hydmelectric 

development. that began in the mib1970's. has had severe social and econornic 

effects on the community. It was physically relocated from Elizabeth Island 1 

because of potential flooding caused by the hydroelectric development. In the 

new town, houses with electricity and indoor pïumbing were built and residents 

were provided with telephones facilitating communication with the rest of the 

world via satellite. A paved road, open year round for travel to the south was 

constructed. New commercial and comrnunity centres and a hockey arena were 

built and cable television was made available to the town. Despite al1 of these 

material improvements, the community was said to have suffered a number of 

severe social problerns. The environmental impacts of the flooding by the 

hydroelectric project and the relocation of the community in 1980, was 

characterised by Robert Niezen (1 993) as having Vaumatic" effects on the 

community, reflected by soaring rates of family violence, substance abuse and 

suicides. Susan Williams (1 993: 48-49) supports this evaluation of the effects of 

the relocation stating that it caused 'conside rable social and cultural stress", 

contributing to increased suicides, alcoholism and drug abuse. 

In this thesis I explore what 1 means for young people to grow up in a 

community that has undergone such dramatk changea. The thesis is the result of 

an ethnographic study of identity construction and culural process of young 

people within this contexi. I discuss how some young people are interpreting and 

using extralocal flows of cultural symbols, ideas and meanings from a number of 

sources and creolizing them with local cultural processes. I focus on two sources 
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of cultural flows in particular: the m a s  media and Pan-lndian ceremonies. which 

are boai sçieping tom-Me experiences and which are providing mediums that are 

being used by m m  young people to 8StaMTsh their own cuit& space in the 

community. Red Bank, which once was a mission out-post is now a vibrant town. 

despite many of its pmblems, and young people are key actors in the creation of 

a town-life and in negotiating local youth culture. 

The primary objective of this thesis is to use rny ethnographie study of 

Cree youth culture to exemplify the processuaI nature of aboriginal culture 

generally. The highly visible character of youths' cultural creativity in Red Bank 

provides a useful example of aboriginal cultural agency. Thmugh this cornparison 

I am able to explore the political implications for interpreting aboriginal culture in 

this way. The reproduction of 'aboriginalw by youths is inherentiy paradoxical 

with respect to conventional conceptualisations of aboriginal culture and is in fact 

negated by varying axes of interests. I discuss how the cuitual agency of Cree 

youths and of abonginals generally, is denied by those who define aboriginal 

culture in static ternis. l also discuss my research in the contact of the general 

project cultural studies to understand cultural change and the political 

precariousness of this project with respect to aboriginal self-expression and self- 

determination. 

Ab n' in l 1 
Forbes (in Sirnard. 1990: 358) describes the narrow character of the 

conventional understanding of aboriginal culture by comparing it to the 'one drop 

of blood ruleu for being black in America. That is that simply possessing minimal 

African ancestry allows or requires an individual to have a 'BlacK identity, 

regardless of whether they prame African traditions. 



Native identity. on the other hand, is a cultural category which is defined 

by Vaditional" cultural practices. That is, rhey mua remain unchanged in order 

to be consider& Indwn.' 'Authentic* aboriginal cuftural practices. in other words. 

have to be unaîtered from pieEuropeen contact. Therefore, cuitural change for 

aboriginals is often sïmply understood as cultural loss. Jean Jacques Simard 

(1 990: 357) comrnents, 'This same logic explains why native exhibits stand 

beside dinosaur skeletons and coelacanth fossils in m useums of natural histo ry". 

This static perception of 'authentic" tradition renders abonginal culture as lifeless 

museum pieces. rather than part of the everyday lNes of aboriginal people. 

Handler and Linnekin (1984: 287). on the other hand, explain that 3he 

ongoing reconstruction of tradition is a facet of social Me." Trahant (in Nagel, 

1996: 157) asserts that ecuitures evohm or they die out." Hanson (1909: 899) 

adds that 'the proces whereby cultural inventions acquire authenticity in the 

eyes of mernbers of society [should be considered ordinary social reproduction] 

because the invention of culture is no extraordinary occurrence but an activity of 

the same sort as the normal, everyday process of social life." 

However, there are political ramifications for the cultural studies project to 

understand and expose the Huid nature of culture and tradition. The 

ethnographer's roles as both an aâvocate for the marginalised abonginal groups 

which dhe studies and as a social scientW in pumit of understanding the 

changing nature of culture, are potentially in confiict with each other. Hanson 

(1 989: 898) explains: 

The very last thing a political rnovernent needs is the word to go out that 
its core narrative is an 'invention', just the current version in an indefinle 
and anchorless series of reformulations. To use narratives about culture 
and tradition for purposes of empowerment seems therefore irrernediably 
at odds with the scholarfy purpose of understanding what the narrative is 
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and how it works. In this case knowledge emasculates rather than 
expands power. 

The legal systems in both Canada and the United States have had varying 

interpretations of culturai change of aboriginal communities and anthropologists 

have played important roles in these legd interpretations. I discum the 

relationships between the ethnographer. aboriginal groups and the state and the 

implications of the denial of cultural agency to categories of hurnan beings on the 

bases of age and ethnicity . 

Outline of the Chanterg 

Chapter two contains a description of the methods used to collect the 

ethnographic data. This chepter begins with a discussion of how I went about 

gaining permission to do the research. It is then followed by a description of the 

methods that I used to collect the data. A description is presented on my 

sampling procedures and how I canied out the inteMews and participant- 

observation- 

Chapter three includes a series of profiles of the key informants in my 

study. These include profiles of twehre youths. three adults and two elders who 

are not the only people intewiewed, but were important sources of information 

and are referred to throughout the thesis. The profiles are a display of the 

heterogeneity of youth culture in Red Bank. They represent its complexity by 

illustrating that Red Bank's youth culture has many producen with numerous 

perspectives. These profiles also display the active invoivement of sume young 

people in the innovative processes of cultural creolisation. 

Chapter four provides the socio-historical context of the town, which is 

important for understanding contemporary life in Red Bank. The history of the 
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Chaoter Two 

Gainina Permission to do Research 

There is no clear or published protocol for gaining permission to do 

research in an eastern James Bay Cree comrnunity. My initial attempts to gain 

permission to do research in Red Benk were based on the advice of one of my 

thesis cornmittee memben, Di. Colin Scott, who has done extensive research in 

a number of Cree communities in Qu4bec and based on the few pages dedicated 

to this particular subject in Richard Salisbury's book 'A Homeland for the Creew 

(1 984: 1061 07). Both Colin's advise and the directions outlined in Salisbury's 

tea confirmed that I would have to seek permission directly from the local Band 

Council rather than the Cree Regional Authority and that it might be difficult to 

gain permission from Montreal via fax and phone. Salisbury (1 9û4: 1 07) 

described the sensitivity and ambiguity of gaining permission. 'if the council has 

recently had a problem with a researcher, &es not know the applicant 

personally, considers the topic a sensitive one, or is alienated by the behaviour of 

the applicant (too pushy or verbose an approsch is not approved of by the Cree), 

the decision may be negative even though the chi& and the band manager 

approve." 

With this information, it was still unclear who I should have approached for 

this permission. Through connections in MontrBal, 1 contaded the Director of the 

youth centre in Red 8aônk. We began corresponding in September. He requested 

a fax of my thesis proposal so I sent t to him. After thme months of 

correspondence over the phone and without clearly stated approval by the 
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Director to conduct my research. I travelled to Red Bank I made arrangements 

to stay at a friend of a friend's house in town. She and her farnily live in Montreal 

but still have a house on the reserve- 

After anMn$ in the community and meeting the Director of the youth 

center with whom I was in conespondence, he assured me that it would be 

acceptable for me to proceed with my research and thet he would clear it with the 

Band Council. Later in the week, after being noticed walking around town, I was 

called up to the Band Council office to meet with the Chief. The Chief, a senior 

member of the Band Council and the Director of the youth council met with me. 

The Chief and the senior band council member asked me what I was doing in the 

community and emlained that some of the eiders informed thetn to tell them that 

a strange young man was hanging around town. They were concerned because 

occasionally they would have people coming through town to seIl drugs and 

alcohol or to pass counterfeit bills. After learning of my intentions to conduct 

research, they gave me permission to proceed. The Chief gave me instructions 

for the correct procedures for gaining permission to conduct research in the 

future. I should have had my academic supervisor send a letter directly to the 

Chief explaining my intentions. This seems quite obvious in hindsight. 

As I have mentioned previousfy, despite the fact that I am following 

perhaps dozens of researchers coming into Red Bank, with varying agendas. I 

was still quite welcorne in the cornmunity. Many adults that I spoke with seemed 

to be rather experienced when it came to being intewiewed. These adults holding 

office positions were generaily willing to be inteMewed on request. 

It could be argued that two months is a short period of time to collect 

sufficient data for a conclusive study. I would not disagree. That is why this thesis 

is as much a point of departure for possible future work as a finished project in its 
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own right. After two months of living in the community collecting ethnographic 

data and cunducting 30 interviews, I feel that I collected sufficient data for a 

cogent exploratory report. 

Collectincr Data 

A) Intewiews 

I spent a significant portion of my days calling people for interviews who 

work with young people in different capaciües. f set up interviews with young 

people working at the youth centre and at the school. I wranged interviews with 

the minister of the Anglican church. the priest at the Catholic church, school 

officiais, the Cree Heaîth Board, the Youth Cauncil and others involved in 

corn munity administration. 

I arranged a number of inte~ews with young people. I found this 

particulariy difficuft. Most of the younger people that I tried to intewiew (generally 

between the ages of 14 to 18) were very shy and were reluctant to speak with 

me. I found this to be particularly true with young wornen. I approached a number 

of young people under the age of 18 and only seven would agree to talk with me 

and of this group only four would speak with me for any great length of time. The 

majority of people that I interviewed were between the a g a  of 19 and 24.1 

intewiewed a total of 30 people. There were 19 youths ( between 14 and 28 

years of age) in this sample; eigM adub (35 and older who were not considered 

to be 'elders* by the community); Wree eiders ( over 70 years of age and refend 

to by others as 'elded); 18 people in the sample were male and 12 were fernale. 

Many of the adults that I interviewed heM positions where they work with 

the public. I couM therefore cal1 their offices and simply ask for an interview. All of 

the adults whom I called seemed very willing to grant me an interview. Most of 
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the young people, on the other hand. did not work in positions where l could cal1 

their ofFices for appointments. 

I us& three ditferent rnahoâs for sekting youth interview subjects. 

Some worked better than others. The fit& method was to simply walk up to 

young people in town and as& them for an inteMew. Subjects often agreed after I 

explained what I was doing. This usually resulted in a short interview with f i e  or 

six questions about their favourite pastimes and likes and dislikes about living in 

Red Bank. However, I found that 1 was dnficul to as& more than these few 

questions and the responses were often short and not very reflective. The 

respondents often seemed very self-conscious and uneasy about talking wi?h me 

in public. They were also usually unwilling to meet with me privately for a more 

comprehensive interview. 

The second method would be to ask people for the names of young 

people who migM be receptive to being intefuiewed. Many of the adults whom I 

asked feft that I would have considerable problems getting young people to 

speak to me in such a short period of time. because even they were unable to 

cornrnunicate with them. I received a few names of young men from adults who 

introduced them as being outspoken. Through these initial contacts , I asked for 

the names of other young people. These samples snowballed and overlapped. 

Through the different sources some of the same names of potential subjects 

would reappear. 

The final rnethod was to ask young people for interviews after getting to 

know them in social contexts I gained friends and acquaintances hom a number 

of sources. During week days I would tutor students at the high school and in the 

evenings I would play basketball. IR weights. hang out at the restaurant and play 

pool with young people. At these five locations I met a number of people whorn I 
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asked for interviews. After gainhg a degree of familiarity with me Mrough these 

different activities. most were CUfCOus about what I was doing in Red Bank and 

were willing to be interviewed. Again through this method of selecthg inteMew 

subjects there was x>me overlapping. 

Through the interviews I was attempting to collect information on a 

number of issues important to young people. I used a list of about 35 questions 

that were open-ended asking about their daily actMties. such as boyfriends and 

girlfriends, work,school, time in the bush and traditional practices. Questions 

included inquiries about travel experiences and their likes and dislikes about 

living in the community. 

Many social inquiries about young people pertain to what they plan on 

doing in the future when they become adults, rather than what is important to 

them now. Questions such as, What do you waM to be when you grow up?". are 

frequently asked. disregarding the fact that young people are involved in 

activities and relationships that are important to thern now and are not simply in 

transition. For this study I am interested in understanding the cultural processes 

that young people are invoived in now. 

I am operationalising the term youth as being between 14 to 28 years of 

age. This is obviously an arbitrarily chosen age group. However. the youth 

period, which is described in detail in the Youth and Y o d  Culture section 

below, occurs generaliy between these ages. Generally people in Red Bank 

between the ages of 14 and 28 experience increased amounts of independence 

from parents and school however they have not yet assumed adult roles. I was 

told by school officiais that many young people drop out of school in secondary 

two to stay home to watch TV and hang out with friends. Many young wornen 

drop out of sehoof early because of pregnancy. This youth period lasts for many 
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people into their late twenties because many men and women who have dropped 

out of school return later. A substantial proportion of them also go to colleges in 

the south, thus delaying labour force or lncome Security Program (ISP) 

participation. 

1 have just described t hree methods for selecting interview subjects. 

however, interviewhg was not the only method I used to collect data. The second 

rnethod that I used was pafiicipantsbsenration. There are certain advantages to 

this method. It is sensitive to the qualities of contexts in a way that eludes survey 

research. Emerson et a1 (1995: 2) describe very well the imporlance of 

The ethnographer seeks a deeper immersion in others' worlds in order to 
grasp what they experience as meaningful and important. Wiih immersion, 
the field researcher sees from the inside how people lead their lives. how 
they cary out their daiiy rounds of activities. what they find meaningful 
and how they do sa In this way immersion gives the field-worker access 
to the fluidity of others' lives and enhances his sensitivity to interpretation 
and process. 

In this thesis I am studying the cultural processes of young people. One of the 

arguments that I am making is that young people and particularly aboriginal 

young people have not been given a voice in many academic studies. 

Ethnography is unlike survey research in that it allows methods of collecting the 

data to confom to the context of the subjects everyday INes. Prout and James 

(1 990: &9) attest that: 

Ethnography is a particularly useful methodology for the study of 
chiidhood. H allows children a more direct voice and participation in the 
production of sociological data than is usually possible through 
experimental or survey styles of research. 



Whiie I would not categorise the people in my sample as 'chikiren", I think that 

this consideration for the usefulness of ethnography could be made for other 

marginalised sections of the population. such as aboriginal youth. 

However, it would be a great rnisrepresentation to daim that the 

ethnographer is providing a direct and undloited chennel for the voices of 

young people to be heard. James Clifford (1986: 6) discusses the enigmatic 

position of the ethnographer in the cultural processes that shehe Q interpreting 

and writing about. He describes how ethnography should be interpreteâ: 

Ethnography is ac!ively situated between powerful stems of meaning. ît 
poses its questions at the boundaries of civilisations, cultures. classes. 
races end genders-Ethnography decodes and recodes, telling the grounds 
of collective order and divenity, inclusion and exclusion. lt describes 
processes of innovation and sttucturation, and is itseîf part of these 
processes. 

I wili be discussing the ettinographer's role in interpreting cuitural change and 

some of the awkward relationships between ethnography and the culture it 

daims to em body, in the upcoming Cultural Change , Ethnograaphy and the State 

section - 

i spent several hours of each day collecting ethnographie data. I 

vofunteered as a tutor at the high school and worked for two hours every day with 

rernedial English students. During the day, when I was not tutoring, 1 would hang 

out in the commercial centre with a number of young people. I would also spend 

time at the restaurant. where a number of young people worked waiting tables. At 

night I would hang out and participate in a number of activities with young 

people. Most nights were spent at the pool hall frequented by great number of 

young people. I would also play basket bal1 at night at the high school with 10 to 

15 young guys Nice a week. 
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The objective of these forms of engagement was to understand day-to-day 

behaviours and routines of young people that would not be apparent from the 

intewiews. As rnentioned above. participant-obsentation is a social scientific 

method of gathering data that is more senstie to the contexts and meanings in 

young peoples' lives than survey tesearch. 
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Chaptet Three 
Profiles of Kev InformaMs 

There were a number of central people who provided a significant proportion of 

the data for the study both thmugh the inteMews and the participant-observation. 

In this section I will briefly profile a number of these people ~elow, I provide 

profiles of twelve youths, three adults and ?wo elders and I will refer to these 

people throughout the thesis. My data sample includes more people than those 

profiled in this sectbn. However. profiling a number of the central subjects in my 

field notes is an attempt to delineate how the lives of individuals, their 

personalities and their relationships with others shape the Wace of youth cunure 

in the comrnunity. Rather than wanting to leave an impression that youth cuiture 

in Red Bank is homogeneous, this is an attempt to depict it as it actually is: 

having many producers using numerous experiences and reference points. The 

profiles are not comprehensive biographies bu! rather they indude a number of 

characteristics which are useful for depicting the contexts of the different lives of 

the informants. All of the names in this section are pseudonyms used to protect 

the privacy of the individuals. 

Rodney is 27 years old. He was born on Elizabeth Island and remembers 

moving to Red Bank. When he was 13. a man carne to the door and spoke to his 

grandmother in French. His brother was the only one in the house that 

understood French. He translated for the others in the house that they would 

have to move that week. Rodney has a great deaf of concern about the changes 

that have occurred within a 30 year period. changes which he points out usually 

have happened over thousands of years elsewhere. As a result, he felt that 

people in Red Bank have been experiencing trauma from which they are just now 
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recovering. He repeated his impressions of amazement over the dramatic 

changes that have occuned ove? the last 30 yean and added: 'now we are 

expected to join the wage economy." 

When Rodney finished high school he went to colleges d'enseignement 

gdndral et professional (C.E.G.E.P.) in Hull. He said that while he was there he 

'partied" a lot, rneaning he drank and smoked marijuana often. He said that he 

enjoyed lMng somewhere dWerent but missed Red Bank. While he was in 

schooi he met his girifriend who is aiso aboriginal but from another band. They 

moved back to Red Bank and had two children. Rodney worked as a police 

officer for a few years but qul because he said that it was too difficult having to 

police friends and relatives. Rodney, his girifriend, and three and four year old 

children !ive together in a house in the new housing development referred to as 

Chinatown. because of the Chinese looking roof designs of the houses. He 

presently does not work but would like to return to work in policing, possibly in 

Lafleur. He said that he did not want to hunt full-time with the lncome Security 

Program (or what most people refer to it as ntuuhuu shuuwiyaan whch means 

literally 'hunting money" in Cree) because he  does not think that he is a good 

enough hunter. He also explained how it is not easy to bring children into the 

bush. Rodney spends many of his days with his children. either at home or 

driving around town in his truck. which he has named 'Decadence". He says 

sarcastically that he does not look very lndian in this truck. But he proudly 

expiained how hard he worked to buy it. When he is not taking care of his 

children. he is either in the commercial centre socialising with friends or in the 

gym working out. His nights are often spent at home watching T.V. 

He said that he would be moving to Montréal with his girlfriend next year 
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because she is going to school to become a dental hygienist. Like many people I 

spoke wlh, he is not pwticubrfy fond of the ciry. He spoke of the fkst tirne he 

went to Montrdal when he was Young. He said that he was very affaid because 

he thougM that people in the city would try to hurt his mother. Rodney plans to 

retum to Red Bank with his family when his girffriend has cornpleted school. 

Rodney was very intense when ha spoke with me. His ideas were dense 

and he expressed them tumultuously. Wih vecy little encouragement from me he 

spoke freely and in fact quite passionately about a number of subjects. He said, 

spontaneously, that he did not feel comfonable talking abut death and that this 

was a private subject for most Cree. He went on to speak about his feelings on 

Native spirituality and the Anglican Church. He feels that they are not 

incompatible. 

Rodney is an active inmvator in processes of cultural creolisation. A more 

thorough discussion of Rodney's. and others'. cultural innovations are included in 

chapters six and seven. Briefly said here, he uses popular cultural and pan- 

lndian symbols and relates them to both Anglican and local Cree values with his 

cultural production and in expressions of his identity. The coexistence of these 

different components of identification are not problematic for him. In terms of the 

use of popular culture. he explained how he enjoys comedy and identifies 

particularly with the humour of Black and Jewish comics that he sees on TV and 

in cinema. He believes that this is true because their perspectives, Iike 

aûoriginals' perspectives, are from the margins of North American society. 

Rodney also uses the popular music to express local expenences. He has 

composed a few rock songs about life in Red Bank which includes pan-lndian 

symbols in his lyrics. Rodney also uses the pan-lndian symbols that he has 

acquired from the ceremonies that he occasionally goes to. He identifies with 
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these symbols by including himself in a larger aboriginal community that uses 

them. And as menticmecf ebove. he sees these cefernonies as being compaübIe 

with Anglican beliefs and in fed questions why the catechists object to them 

being practiced. 

Sam knows Rodney, as just about everyone from the communw does, but they 

do not hang out togethet. Sam is 21 years oM and lNes with his grandmother. He 

does not have a girl friend but said that he would like to get married someday. He 

iikes living with his grandmother because. he says. she teaches him about his 

culture. He works full-time for the Band as a general labourer. He likes his job 

when ha is busy, but says that he often has nothing to do and spends some days 

just hanging around. However, he bels fortunate to have a job and enjoys 

working and contributing to his family's income. Sam is favourite sport is 

basketball and his favourite team is, with out a doubt, the Chicago Bulls; he 

frequently wears a Bulls cap and jacket. He his favorite music is hiphop, rap 

and light rock. Despite the fact that he might sound like many urban youth, he 

feels very conscious about what it means to be Cree. He feels that hunting is a 

very important part of this. Sometimes 1 think 1 don't kmw what it wouM be like if 1 

wasn 'Cree .  1 love being in the bush. Et helps me think. Being in the bush is 

important to me. However, he does not hunt full-time because he feels it is too 

iate. He explains: You see. 1 finsheü schml late. 1 finshed when 1 was 20. When 

I was finished thete wes not enough tirne. 1 muld have teken off bine ?O hunt 

when 1 was younger hut I abn't have the tirne now . Sam spends most of his 

nights at the high school playing basket bal1 with his kiends or at the pool hall. He 

says that despite the fact that he dislikes Montréal because he feels it is unsafe, 

he wants to eventually go to C.E.G.E.P. there. He stated clearly that he would 



intend to return to Re6 Bank. Sam explains how he feels about Red Bank: 

Sam expresses his fear of the city which seem to be quite cornmon. Most 

of the young people that I spoke wth expressed their love for Red Bank and their 

disdain for the city. Some said that they were afraid of the cmwds when they 

came down to the city to shop and couid not wait to get home. 

Sam is also an active innovator in processes cuîtural creolisation. As 

mentioned above he uses urban-American styles in the youth cuttural Wace in 

Red Bank. For hirn king Cree means going hunting and appreciating nature but 

it aiso tacitly means playing basketball and pool well. Beîng able to play 

basketball and pool better than white outsiders is a source of pride for many of 

the young guys that I played with. 'Cree poolw is a term facetiously used by at 

least two guys that 1 spoke with to describe the type of game that most in the 

pool hall seem to play. That is where the shots are always very hard and where 

participants have nonchalant composures with respect to the outcornes of their 

shots. In other words, form and style of play is as important as the outcome. Sam 

is a good 'Cree poolg -player and a pretty good basketball player and these skills 

are important to hirn as they are for many guys in Red Bank. 

Sam is also very forthright with his feelings about the use of pan-lndian 

symbols. Like Rodney. he feels as through these symbols are not foreign to his 

community because he defines his community as including Cree communities in 



the prairies and western plains, that use them. He differs fmm Rodney, however. 

with his feelings that Anglican practices and wks are not part of his tradition. A 

more detailed discussion of Sam's culturai reinterpretaüons are included in 

chapter seven. 

Joan is very good friends with Rodney. aithough they do not hang out at nigM 

together. Rodney occasionally visits Joan at the restaurant were she works. Joan 

is 22 years old. Her father is white and her mother is Cree. Despite this fact and 

the fact that she speaks very little Cree. she feels that she is Cree and that Red 

Bank is her home. 

1 was born in Ottawa- 1 Iived in Val D'Or b r  a Mile. We mved to Red 
Bank w b n  I was 9. I dHnY like going to school here because 1 thought it 
was too easy. So we moved back to Otrawa. 1 fucked around e lot. 1 
droppeà out of schtwl and got in& drugs. That's when I got pregnant .. I've 
travelled al1 over the P,aee. My fàther's from New B?unswick. I'd travel al/ 
over the place with him. He'djust sey 'LeYs go' and we'd take off in his 
car. We went al1 over Cenada. We went to the States- We 'd go camping. 
We'd drive al1 aver the #a ce... This stopped wtien 1 got pmgnant My 
father said 'if you want to gmw up fast, go ahead.' 

Joan lNes w l h  her three and six year old boys in an apartment, that she claims 

she had to figM hard with to get. She spends most of her nigMs hanging out with 

fier friends, most of whorn are alsa CreeJEuro-Canadian andior were not born in 

Red Bank. She prides berself on being a very good pool player and does very 

well in the rnonthly pool tournamenfs at the pool hall. She has also written a 

nurnber of songs about her life in Red Bank and she occasionally sings with a 

local rock band. Juan's days are often spent either working at the restaurant or in 

her apartment lying down in front of the T.V. 



Miles is 23 years old and is Joan's good friends. He often hangs out in the 

restaurant with her and their friends during the dey. At night they sometimes 

hang out together at her apartment watching videos, driving around in another 

friend's mother's car or at the pool hall. Miles also often plays basketball at the 

high school with his male friends. Like Joan, Miles did not Iive in Red Bank his 

whole Iife and speaks what he and Joan cal1 'Cringlishw. which you may have 

guessed is Cree rnixed with English. When asked 'are you from Red Bank?" he 

responded 'les". When asked 'have you always lived here?* He explained: 

No, 1 grew up in Peierborougb. My father was gohg to Trent (univenity) 
at the time. My molhefs no9 Cree, she's white. ML fathefs Cree They're 
&th teachers. They travdI8d around Canade a Mt teaching in dfferent 
places. We lived in Bay RiUge (another Cree resenre south of Red Bank) 
for a while. We rnoved here ahut 13 years ago. 

Later I asked him if he always wanted ?O Iive here and he answered: 

1 h o p  to. t want to go back tc schml. Idealiy, I'd like to go to college lia 
stuciy communications. IU like lo work at the radio station here in Red 
Bank I &nJt know if there'll be a pb for me ... 1 stUdi8d commerce. I'm not 
sure why 1 went in& it. 

Valerie is 20 years old and is also good friends with both Joan and Miles. She 

also works part-time at the restaurant and spends many of her days and nights 

hanging out with Joan, Miles and a few other people. She says that most of the 

people that she hangs out with speak Engiish as their first language. usualiy 

meaning that they have not lived here their entire lives and often have one parent 

who is not Cree. When asked if she is from Red Bank she responded 'yes". 

When asked if she has always INed here she explained: 

No, 1 lived in Vel D'Or for 10 years. My father is White. When my parents 
were divorced we moved back hem. We moved here when 1 was 17. / 
went to Mont&/ to go to high schod. / went to schod there untill got 
pregnant, 1 was 16. Then 1 came kck-  



Valerie now has a 6 year old daughter and lives with her rnother and older 

brother. She likes Wng at home because. she explained. my motnerpeys the 

MIS, she also babpsits when I went Q go ouf. S he goes out aimost every nigM. 

which usualfy means going over to Joan's house or to the pool hall. She goes 

into the bush once a year during the spnng gwse hunt. When I asked if she liked 

doing this. she responded unenthusiasticalfy ymh, kn I miss my fnends. Ks eiso 

a lot of work, 

John is 23 years old and has Iived most of his life in Red Bank. He also hangs 

out with Joan, Miles and Valerie. He says that he likes these people because 

they are more out-going. They are not shy as most young people in Red Bank 

are. He says that ha fikes meeting new people and is not afraid of what other 

people think about him. John explained enthusiastically that he has many 

interests and has considered studying a number of different subjects ranging 

from philosophy to bar-tending. He explained how he has always had many 

different interests but. like many young people in Red Bank. has never 

completed high school. He explained why: 

1 was a hell miser- 1 guess 1 got b o r d  with school. lt wasn? challenging 
enough. 1 went to school in the south for a while in 7Xmmins. lt was really 
different Glown them. They talk in the classes down there. Theyre not shy 
to tslk in front of the class. The frist time / had to talk in front of the dass 1 
felt rmlly out of place. I guess I was Iond of a nerd. But aiter a while / 
wwM Wk. Then I got in& the pedy sceee. Eventuallly. 1 wanted to wme 
beck I guess I wes home si&. I had a girffriend here. ! was young and 
arrogant. I carne back here end I got nght in- / founâ the level of education 
very basic. 1 petfied a lot. I was stoned in dass. I Marne myself I was a 
litüe shit. ..A lot of the teachers were second rate. In one of our classes, 
it was nehrra! sciences, al\ we &d was memorising. 1 Ilcl her that. What 
would you if p u  ddn? like the way the dass was being taught. A 
petition got sterted to kick her out and 1 got in tmuble for it 1 didn't even 
write the petition I p t  another guy to wnte it up. 1 always have to âsturb 
shit The teachers calleû a meeiing and I was the only one that they spoke 
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to. They put me on pobation. That year I p t  &d.. I never îmk author@ 
weK 

John loves music- mile I was in Red Bank he went with a caravan of othefs to 

the Metallica concert in Montrdal. Like many young people in Red Bank, 

Metallica is one of his favourite bands- When he retumed, he said that he had a 

great tirne- They went to some of the particular ban and restaurants that 

young Cree go to when they are in MontrBal. John is not afraid of the city and 

says that he goes down to Val D'Or or Montr6ai almost every chance he can get 

a ride. I asked what he likes to do in the city and he replied: go shomng for 

clothes, go to bars. 

Like Rodney and Sam, 1 recognise John as being a particularly active 

innovator in processes of cultural creolisation. 1 am not making a distinction here 

between innovators and non-innovators. Rather, 1 am highlighting those who 

appear to be more active in these processes of innovation. John has been 

involved in organising popular music events in the cornmunity and has written a 

number of rock song about local experiences. He has also frequently had a direct 

raie in many of pan-lndian ceremonies occurring in Red Bank. 1 discuss these 

innovations in more detail in chapters six and 

seven- 

David is a very soft spoken 22 years old. When asked if he was from Red Bank, 

he is the only young person asked who did not immediately say 'yes". His 

answer was I'm INing hem W .  I asked him where he was living before and he 

answered that he was living with his mother in a Cree reserve on the other side 

of the Bay. He said that he Iikes it better in Red Bank because Iife is much 

easier. He described the rustic conditions of the other reserve by saying we used 
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to use wood slbves . David spends many of his days hanging out with John, 

Valerie, Joan and Miles. I caught them a nurnber of times sitting together at the 

restaurant drinking coffee and making plam for the n$M. He often hangs out 

w l h  them at night as well. However, he tends to drink much more than the others 

in the group and is sornetirnes excluded from their Company because of this. On 

one particular occasion that I witnessed. David was very inebriated and was not 

let into Joan's apartrnent where a number of young people watched videos. Miles 

and Joan explained that this has occuned a number of times in the past. When 

asked what he disliked most about living in the community he said, tfre baMcade 

4. Many people that I spoke with alw see the barricade as k i n g  as a problem 

because they believe that it is not secure enough. I asked David if this lack of 

security was what he disliked about it and he replied very seriously, No 1 wish 

theid get tid of it. 

Lisa is 24 yean old and has always lived in Red Bank. She has a four year old 

daughter who was conceived with a white man frorn Montreal who was working 

in the community. They are no longer involved but are still in contact-Lisa and her 

daughter live with her parents in their three bedroom house with her three sisten, 

their boy friends and children, her brother. his girlfriend and child. Ail together 

there are 13 people lMng in the house. Lisa likes living there because she says 

that it is always easy to find somebody to baby-sit and her daughter has her 

cousins to play mth. She helps her mother in the kitchen cooking for the family. 

She also enjoys working occasionally at the Cree School Board as a receptionist 

and at the gym to replace the permanent staff. She plans on returning to school 

at one of the Native colleges in Ottawa or Timmins to study drug and alcuhsl 
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counseiiing. S he said that she had a substance abuse problem at one time when 

she was in hgh school but has since officialîy quit drinking and smoking pot. At 

nig h! she usuafiy watches videos at home with her sisters. Sornetimes she will 

play basket bal! or volley bal1 at the high school. Lisa !Mens tc a wide varie?; of 

music inr!udicg U2. Fleetwood Ma:: and Bob Marley. However. she says that her 

favourite music is the round dance chants which are on a number of cassettes 

that s h e  has collected from some of the powwows that she has attended. She is 

also a big fan of Buffy Saint-Marie who is a Native singer from western Canada 

who inc!udes round-dance chanting in many of her songs. 

Lisa seems to be very conscious of being Cree. She loves going out into 

the Sush. She explained with a glowing smile how the men will spend most of the 

day hunting and will sornetimes corne home very late when it is dark. The wornen 

wil: stay in the camp preparing the food. She said that she once tried to hunt but 

she said that she could not hold the gun straight because she was too nervous. 

Lisa is another yoirng person that i recognise as being paiticularly 

involveci in innovative processes of cultural creoiisatkm with indigencus Cree 

cÿ!!xe. She p:eüd!y exhibits her identification with pan-lndianism by wean'ng 

dream-catcher earrings and pins and bracelets with the four sacred colours. She 

was very wiiling to talk about the rneanings of the various pan-lndian ceremonies 

that she has participated in and the importance that they have for her, particularly 

with respect to how they have helped her resist the temptations of alcohol. The 

imported symbols and ceremonies that she uses as well as the importance of 

being in the bush and living off the land are both what it means for her to be 

Cree. 
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Sarah end Quincey share a house together and have a one-year-old daughter. 

Quincey. 23 years old. is from a Cree resewe about 400 miles south-east of Red 

Bank. He rnoved to Red Bank oniy a few yeam ago. He is unemployed and 

spends most of his days at home with Sarah and the baby. Sarah, 24 yews old. 

is from Red Bank and has always lived there but her mother is white. She says 

that she identifies with being both white and Cree. Sarah said that she used to 

party a lot (ie. drink aicohol and do drugs) before she had her chiid. She said that 

some of her friends thought she was partying too much. She is friends with John, 

Valerie, Miles and Joan but no longer hangs out with thern much. She feels as 

though she has settled down and spends much more time at home since her 

child was bom. She spoke about some of her family and how she feels as though 

she is much different from them. She talked about how her cousins have alcohol 

problems: 

My auMs sons dtfnk. They are 30, 19 and 18 years old. The tmby, whoJs 
78, is handkapped. They drink too much. They have drinking pames in 
the summer time. My aunt hes high blood pressure. She was too scared 20 
kick them out Al1 they ab al1 day is sit around, gpt drunk and fight. M y  aunt 
would cal! me and lrdl me and I'd taIl her to kkk tnem out but she'd Say 
she's too scared. Once she had (0 go io fie hosgktal Ibr her bfood 
pressure and they admiïteû her because it was so high. She calted me 
and asked me to watch the house. 1 got a call from my aousin and she 
said thet her brother puncbeû her. My cousin pumhed her because he 
found her in bed with a guy. 1 ioM them, 'do you realise that your mom is in 
the hospita/!' 1 Say I they're old enough to drink they'e dd enough to teke 
care of themseives. llAy aunt called me to ask if evefyüring was aln'ght at 
the house and I ioM h 8 ~  'mJI they're just fighting. ' I'm @ad I'm not 
brougM up that way. 1 was msed ib have respect. I was not al/owed 20 Wk 
back,.. 

She says that these sorts of problems are common with young people in Red 

Bank. She. like many in the community (New Econorny Group, 1997). feels that 

these problems are caused by the fact that many adults are not doing an 
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adequate job of parenting. 

During ou? interview , while Sarah and I talked, Quincey walked around 

the room listening and adding commenh occasionaliy. His particular interests 

were with our discussion of the powows in Red Bank, the conflict over the 

eiders' Anglican orthodoxy and Native spirituality. He has a paiticularly 

interesting part in locai processes cultural creolisation. Despite his apprehension 

about practising Native spirituality. he is appropriating the secular meanings of 

the ceremonies of the powwows and creolising them to have rnagical shamanic 

significance. His comments on the powwow wilt be discussed in detail in the 

upcoming ReinterpWng Tradübn section. 

Malcolm is 15 years old and was born in the Red Bank but no longer lives in the 

cornmunity. Malcolm visited Red Bank from a detoxification centre in the south 

while I was there. He has a strong reputation among young people in the 

cornmunity for his cocaine use, which he seems to be quite proud of. Last 

summer he and his older sister had a number of wiM parties in their parents' 

house while the parents were away. Malcolm went to high schwl in Montreal for 

a while before he was suspended for using drugs. He loves visiting Red Bank 

and feels that it is home for him. He still has many friends in the community but is 

unlike most others hîs age in Red Bank who are much less out-going than he is. 

Last summer he worked at the restaurant and said that he spent a lot of time with 

Joan and Valerie. Joan and Valerie, who are a few years older than he is, 

expressed some concem about him when I mentioned seeing him. Joan said that 

he was a messeû up kid. He was dbing a lot of wke iast summer. Malcolm has 

since realised that drugs and akohol were not good for him but believes that 

almost al1 of the young people in town use them. While in town he avoided a 
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number of places, including the pool hall and the high school gym because he 

said that 'negative people" hung out there; negative meaning that they were 

substance abusers. This is a t m  he pïcked up from the detoxification centre. 

Nelson is 22 year old and has ahnrays lived in Red Bank. He knows most of the 

young people profiled above but does not hang out with them. Nelson is very 

active in the community volunteering frequently at dances and hockey 

toumaments. He says that he is often asked to volunteer and he has a hard time 

declining. He has a nurnber of friends that he hangs out with at the commercial 

centre and at night at the pool hall. He says, however, he likes playing pool at his 

uncle's house better because it is free. When I asked what he liked most about 

his community he responded the nature. He explained that he often goes 

"camping' with his parents. He said that his parents and his brothers participate 

in the lncorne Security Program. They go to Elizabeth Island to fi// their days. as 

he put it. meaning they go to the Island to fiIl their quota of days needed to be 

eligible for the program. This full-time hunting is not what Nelson wants to 

pursue. He has completed his high school and plans to go to college in Ottawa to 

study office technology. Eventually, he would like tu work for the Band Coumil. 

These profiles reflect the diversity of the interests, experiences and 

actions of young people in Red Bank. While most young people know each other 

to varying degrees, their relationships with each other are quite different. These 

profiles refiect the hetemgeneity of youth cultural production in Red Bank. 

However. the profiles suggest that certain demographic profiles are 

overrepresented in my sample. Six of the twelve young people profiled were not 



somewhat marginal in the community. Miles. Joan and Valerie al1 have one white 

parent and have lied in multiple locations. Sarah has one white parent bu& has 

always lNed in Red Bank Dend and Quincey both have two Cree parents kit 

were bom in other Cree communities. I believe the fact that these people are 

marginal may have made them more accessÏble to me. Their fluency in English 

and generally being more out-going has provided me with more opportunities to 

interview them. This alsu means that this group is ovenepresented in rny sampk 

This overrepresentation could have had significant affects on my findings. 

People of rnuttiple-location and transcultural experiences are often the most 

active innovators in cultural creolisation. However, this has not necessarily been 

the case with rny findings. While it is difficult to gauge who is more or less active 

in cultural innovations. sorne seem to be more visiMy active than others. Valerie, 

Joan and Miles for instance, have similar backgrounds. All three have one white 

parent. have spent a significant proportions of their Iives in multiple locations and 

speak English as a first language. Joan is qute active in using a popular cultural 

medium to express local experiences. However. Valerie and Miles are not overtly 

active in this respect. Furthermore, none of the three participate in Red Bank's 

pan-lndian ceremonies. On the other hand, Rodney, Sam, John and Lisa were al1 

born with two Cree parents in the community and have spent al1 or almost al1 of 

their lives there and they are actively involved in multiple processes of cultural 

creolisation. 

Adults on Y o u m  Peo- 

The following two subsections include a sample of people from my inteMews 

with adults and their explanations of what they think is wrong with young people. 

With little or no prornpting most people I interviewed imrnediately discussed the 



With little or no prompting most people I interviewed mrnediately discussed the 

problems with youth in Red Bank. Quesüons, such as. 'how wouid you describe 

the changes faced by young people?". would almost always elicit explanations of 

the problems experienced by young people in the cornrnunity. Dnrg and alcohol 

use wo uld almost always corne up irnmediatel y. Lack of discipline, violent 

behaviour, disrespect of elden and sexual promiscuity were other characteristics 

frequently associated with young people by the aduns that I spoke with. 

Claire is in her rnid-40'~ and is not Cree. She is Aboriginal but is from another 

reserve. She moved to Elizabeth Island to work as a teacher at the high school 

and continues to teach at Red Bank's high school at an administrative level. She 

rnarried a Cree man and had three daughters wlh him. Despite the length of her 

stay in the cornmunity and her involvernent in 2, she feels that she is still not 

compieteiy accepted by the community or that acceptance has changed in the 

past twenty years with al1 of the other radical changes that have occurred. 

When I fimt came to Elizabeth lslmd 1 feît w d m e  and part of the 
comrnunity. 1 I n ?  ffeel Mat way any m. My Childmn don? either. 
They were horn here. They never let you forget thet you're not hom here. 
Even the childien &el thet way. Someümes 1 wetch the Ney grwnd and 
you can see which Cniidmn have pamnts who are not f m  bre.  They are 
atone- 

Claire feels that since the move from Elizabeth Island the community has 

become more alienating for many people in the community. Perhaps the 

practices of exclusion are defence strategies against the increased flow of new 

people in the community. Perhaps Joan, Miles . Valerie and David's clique of 

young people with both Cree and white parents and Cree from other reserves is 

ref lective of the insider-outsider demarcation that Ctaire referred to . Like many 

adults that I spoke with. she feels that it is extremely difficult to communicate with 
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young people in general. She has great difficulty communicating with her own 

daugMers and was skeptical that I would be able to establish any substantial 

communication in the length of time [ would be in the community. 

Marthe is in her mid-40's and also works at the high sdiool. She is Cree and 

has always Iived in the Cornmunity. Martha spoke about the changes that have 

occurred with her community: 

A lot of changes, very fast Them an, more people employeû and sa LHere 
are more material things. So they get fo have trucks and skrcl;d00S. Some of 
this is good and some of mis is &ad sucially. The changes have been 
aiming loo fast. They havent been keeping tnei baditrconal skils. Today 
young w p t e  have far more comprE.cated rWob,ms. They have fer more 
choiœ. We Wn't have al1 these actïviaces organisai when we wem 
growng up. We had tv organise ourown danoes. We d i i ' t  have the 
exposure to the a b h o l  mese young p8opie db. 

I asked how well she thought young people were adapting to change. 

i think that they're adpting well. With T. Y., media, radio, when they go 
down south they're notas scdred. When 1 used to go down south, l was 
SO scamd 

I asked if she thought Cree cultural instruction in school is important. 

Yes, it gives you stabiity. lt gives you a sense of who wu are. When we 
were in schooI we &dnY Iesm about this. We werent even allowed to 
speak Cree. (This was residential school in Red Bank.) 

Matthew is in his mid-30's. He is Cree and has always lived in Red Bank. He 

works for the police station and therefore many of his comments were based on 

observations from work. He also feels that there are many new problems faced 

by young people in Red Bank. 

There were big changes over the past 20 years. IYs only 45 minutes lo 
[Lafleurlwhere you a n  buy tmze. This change has been nega8ve. This 
doesn? mean (net acre was no pvWems [on Elizabeth Island], but & 
wasn'tas bad. 
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He feels that crime is on the increase with the typical crimes being the 

possession and sales of alcohol and drugs; sexual assauît and sexual abuse; 

pointing of fire amis; assaufts. He explained that typical crimes committeâ &y 

young people were alcohol possession; disturbing the peace; common assauîts; 

mischief; and impaired driving. According to him these are not new occurrences. 

however there has been an increase of crime. Them is also more of the hard 

st& like couiine Ming used ûy young peo@e. 

Elders on Youna Peode 

Martha's interpretation of the urban shrewdness developed by young 

people today is exceptional. lsaac and Jeremiah are two elders who gave me 

very common interpretations of the differences between this new generation of 

young people and previous generations. However, Jererniah's discussion of how 

young people are using pan-lndian symbols and ceremonies is quite different. 

This discussion will be presented in the Reinterpreting Tadition section. 

Isaac is in his early 70's. He speaks English with a thick Cree accent, choosing 

his words carefully. He is a catechist, a leader in the Anglican church and a 

respected elder in the community. He is known for taking young delinquent men 

into the bush to 'rediscover who they are." He in fact used to work with young 

men at the group home in the community. Rodney complimented Isaac, on 

another occasion, saying lsaac wiîi &il you that he's a good hunter, and he is. 

He's a very good hunter. lsaac says that when he takes young people out into 

the bush, they often do not want to corne back. 

Isaac expressed his worries about the young people of the community. He 



believes that many young people are being influenced by telwision and music. 

He feels that they are trying to copy the ways of white people in the south. They 

they shouldnt see, some abuses- Even the ywng ywng kif& look et sexuaI 

rnovies and they imitate it 

Jeremiah is in his mid-70's and speaks English with a Cree accent but is much 

more fluent than Isaac. He was refened to me by many young people for his 

great ability to communicate with young people and his generosity in sharing his - 

wisdom. Jeremiah also takes young men out into the bush to hunt. He is also 

known to travel to conferences to speak about youth issues. While I was in Red 

Bank he went to a youth conference with a young person working at the Youth 

Centre. He gave me his interpretation of the cause of the problerns faced by 

young people. 

The elders in our Waditronal teachings were never paid attention 20. They 
told us what would -me of us but we Mt? 't Iisten. We didn't 
understand me pmpheabs- They were W l i g  us D be mûy. The 
teachings were supposed to be kept in our hearts. We were raised to 
respecr evetything. When you were here and spoke Lo the young -pie, 
they dont know beceuse of school. We don7 appreaate the teachings 
of our elders. This is the way we were almost destroyed; ttying to follow 
the ways of others ways of Iife. They used to talk about the isiand. how 
niœly peoP,e wuM talk tD each other. We had nothing to feer ihere. The 
e/ders see wung people behave in a certain way. as if they are in a 
different soc18~. I was ducated on the land. These am the teaching fht  
we want îo plmwve fw ourchWmn that were onœ presewd. This is 
whar I undremand of a tradttional way of life; that fhere is somebody 
éùwve ail supleme. That's why people wefe so respectfuI of the /and to 
understand mat there's life in al1 things. 

According to Jeremiah tradition is based on both a respect for the land and the 
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belief in one God which are inseparaMy linked. Jetemiah is expressing a 

sentiment that many Mers have about young people having iost their tradition. 

In other words. this is a belief shared by many elde= that young people have lost 

their attachment to the land and belief in God. 



Cha~ter Four 

In this chapter 1 describe the historical and contemporaiy conteas of Red 

Bank. The historical context includes accounts of the early contact w l h  the south 

through its commercial ventures and missionaries. This is followed by a 

qualitative description of cmtemporâfy town-life in Red Bank. Finally. the 

population distribution of Red Bank is outlined. 

The extralocal cuîtural contact with Red Bank did not begin w l h  mass 

media reception. The Hudson Bay Company and Anglican missionanes were 

two earlier sources that had profound influences on the community. From the 

early 1600's , when an overland route from the St. Lawrence to James Bay was 

discovered to the signing of the Utrecht treaty in 1713, the French had dominant 

influence over the southern James Bay region. After 1713 the British auumed 

the commercial operations of the region. Although the repercussions of the 

cultural flows, from both commerce and proselytisers, were substantial and 

arguably oppressive, these forces did not completely enguif or destroy existing 

cultural processes. Rather, in regard to the early presence of the European 

traders, the Cree used the trade with Europeans to their benefit, wlhout 

significantly altering existing cultural processes (Morantz, 1983). The 

missionaries' presence in the community is ?O this day very prominent. However, 

Anglicanism has been inagenised as well. Community members exercised the 

imported religious practices with distinctly local meanings. It is not my intention to 

make a thorough evaluation of the effects of the fur trade on the eastern James 

Bay Cree, nor is it my goal to conduct a complete assessrnent of the impact of 

the missionaries. However, through a review of the literature on the subjects I 
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would like to make a few rudimentary inferences from these historical wents with 

respect to the thesis, specifiicarIy that the cuftural fkws reaehing Elizabeth lsland 

in the past. just as they are today in Red Bank were appropfiated, creolised and 

indigenised within local cultural proc8SS8S. 

The community's original location was on Elizabeth Island. Although the 

Hudson Bay Company (HBC) was trading with Cree from Elizabeth lsland as 

early as the beginning of the 1ûth century. the first trading-post was estabfished 

on the lsland in 1804 by the NoRhwest Company. The Northwest company. 

which was made up of MontrBal based merchants, purchased the ngMs of The  

King's Post" in 1788. 'The King's P o e ,  which was fomally part of the French 

Crown's territory was taken over by the English in 1763. The Northwest company 

was forced to close its trading post on Elizabeth Island in 1806 shortly after 

opening it because the HBC. who wanted to hofd a monopoly of trading posts on 

the Coast, blocked their access to shipping. The HBC bought the Northwest 

Company in 1821. In 1838 a HBC trading post was set up on Elizabeth Island. 

The HBC records in the 18th and 19th centuries make ckar distinctions 

between coastal lndians and inlanders. The records portray the inlanders as 

being less loyal to the HBC posts and less willing to trap as frequently and to 

produce as many furs as the posts wanted. The coasters on the other hand were 

portrayed as being more willing to hunt for food and trap furs for the posts in 

exchange for HBC products. They would also work. cutting hay. building canoes 

and providing guided transportation, for example. for the Europeans at the posts. 

Another role that coastal lndians assumed for the posts was to be middlemen for 

the inlanders bringing furs to the HBC posts. These rniddlemen were called 

'Homeguard Captainsn. They would receive the furs that would arrive at the end 

of the season and would distribute the HBC products to the inland hunters. This 



Homeguard Captain system was established to maintain the loyalty of 

infanden who might 0th- trade with rival trading posts. Fierce cornpetition 

between French and English trading posts ensured that the trading vaiue of pelts 

would remain relativeîy high and that the HBC would have to extend credit to 

hunten. The homegaurd captain would remit  hunten, who were usually kin 

relations. This system eventually ended in 1800 and was replaced by individual 

trading. 

Despite the HBC's ciear distinction between coasters and inlanders, 

Morantz (1983) claims that the distinction is not so clear cut. She cites examples 

where men and women would go inland to hunt and return or where inlanders 

would corne to the Coast and stay for a season. Morantz also believes that while 

coastaf lndians were somewhat mutually dependent on the posts, the overall 

dependency of the coastal lndians on the HBC posts should not be 

overemphasised. Subsistence production continued to be the most important 

activity of both inlanders and coasten. And for the most part, hunters trapped 

and exchanged only when something was needed from the post ather than to 

accumulate goods. Morantz daims that in the 18th to the mi61 9th century the 

Europeans HBC workers had rnuch more cultural adaptation to undergo than 

Cree had to adapt to European ways. She describes the encounter more as an 

adoption of certain European technologies by the Cree and the developrnent of a 

certain degree of mutuel dependence. 

A 1838 census reportecl that there were 270 coasten and 723 inlanders 

among the eastem James Bay Cree. The census a b  reportecl that there were 

approximately 50 goose hunters on Elizabeth Island (Morantz. 1983: 

39).Elizabeth Island had the only HBC trading post at this time, after a southern 

coastaf post was closed. 



The Anglican rnissionaries first came to Elizabeth Island in 1853 on the 

H E ' S  boat but they did not stay at this time. They retumed to 8stablish a 

mission only in 1880. The Cathdic rnissionaneS âid not arrive until1921 because 

the HBC refused to provide transportation for them. The year following their 

arriva1 the Catholics establisbed their ûwn mission. Their infiuence in the 

community was and still is relatively weak. 

The Anglican rnissionaries, on the other hand, had a very strong influence 

on the community. One miuionary in particular was refend to by fnre people 

whom I spoke with. Minister Walton arrived on the island in 1890 and led the 

mission for 32 years. According to a number of elder men's historical accounts, 

Walton had a very strong influence on the comrnunity. One man described hirn 

this way: 

He was a short man and p10bably had an inferiotity a m ~ e x  because the 
men here en, so big. To make up for it he thmatened tnem wfih fire and 
brimslone. He didn't care much for educalion either. He vvould say that 
unducatted JMians am easier lo mntrol. He was a petty fierce man. Just 
go dom, 20 the commemài centre and tell lhem thet Waiton is coming to 
town and you'll see how s c a d  they?ll get. 

When Waiton arrived on Elizabeth Island he gathered al1 the drums that he could 

find and burned them. Rodney explained the importance of the drum burning by 

Watton. 

If you want LO understand Native sppln'tuallity yw have to go back. About 
100 years a g ~  a missionary by the name of Wallon ceme nem. At first 
peopre accepfgd his rdig'on opgnly because it wasnr mud, Memnt llran 
ours. We've ahuays believed ttMt fhere was one Ood. But then he saw the 
drums and he a n ?  like them. He thought that they were evil. He fwred 
them so he hrmed them. Once he w k e d  up to an elderpleying a drum 
in a tenf and LiDok it away f r i  him and burned it. He instilIeû fear inlo us. 
We've never believed in heli. We bGeve that you hang arwnd the eam 
for a while afier you die; &th good and bad peopre. 
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Lisa recounted this story that she heard about Wallon. I Mink most of the elden 

are brainwashed- Them was a white minist8f thet came hem about 60 yeam ego 

a n d h e b r a r m s ~ d h e m b ~ n s ~ o u r w e y s m ~ e w n g . T h i s d n i m  

burning event was pemaps a way of establishing the religious superiofity of 

Anglican symbols but is now a story used by =me young people to reaffirm then 

cornmitment to Native spirituality. Sam commented after retelling the story; What 

if I went to the chutch and gathemû up dl the bib(8s and bum8d m m 7  How 

would they feel about thet? This single act, recounted by several in the 

community, is pehaps a symbol of the chronic undermining of Native tradition by 

white society over the past few centuries. This dramatic act, of a leader of the 

Anglican Church in Red Bank collecting sacred Native symbols and burning 

them, conjures great imagery that many young people invoke to resist the rules 

of the Anglican church. This resistance will be discussed in the upcoming 

Reinterpreting Tradition section . 

In 1930 the Catholic missionaries estabfished a French residential school 

with 100 boarders. The Anglican school was built. soon after, in 1934. In 1963 

the Anglican school was sold to the Federal Governrnent, and in 1975 the Cree 

School Board assurned control over both schools and the residential sections 

were closed. In 1975, there were 335 students in the Catholic school and 555 

students in the English government run school. The priests continued operating 

the French sector until the move to Red Bank. In 1 980, a single school was built 

in Red Bank with an EngIish and a French sector and the Cree School Board 

assumecl full control over the school's administration. Currently there are both 

French and English sectors in the school. However. while English is the second 

language and is widely used, French is rarely used within the community. From 

prekindergarten to grade 3. instruction is in Cree only. Alter grade three parents 
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are given a choice over which language they want their children to study. 

When in existence, the resïdentiai schods had a rnixed reputation. Many 

of those who had attended Itiem blme the s c t ~ ~ o l s  for cawing a generaüon to 

lose the teachings of then eldem. The lack of bush slaills and parenh'ng skills is 

often attributed to the residential school which kept students away from their 

families for a great part of the year. On the other hand, some indbiduals also 

look back at this type of strict education with admiration saying that it war far 

superior to the education their children or grsndchildren are receiving now 3. 

In 1971 a hydroelectric pioject was proposed by the Quebec government 

and the Cree were forced to make a quick land and monetary semement. Out of 

the nine Cree communities in the province, Red Bank wffered the greatest 

environmental consequences: six out of forty trap lines were campletely 

inundated with water from the flooding; and the comrnunity's water resources had 

the highest levels of methyl mercury contamination after the flooding (Niezen. 

1993). In 1980. the cornmunity was forced to move off the island to a new 

location because of potential flooding . 
The transformation of the senlement on Elizabeth Island from mission out- 

post, where a significant part of t s  administration was operated by Anglican and 

Catholic Churches. to a town. fully administered by the Cree themsetves, 

occurred in a relatively short period. In the mid-1970's, after being faced with the 

prospect of the loss of an essential part of their way of life (subsistence activities) 

, community leaders were forced to negotiate with the Provincial and Federal 

Government over the use of thek land for hydroelectric developrnent. Since the 

hydroeîectric project was proposed. the community leadership's political 

sophistication and skills for non-Native politics have developed at an 
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exceptionally fast pace (Salisbury, 1985). 

Since th& rebcation by the Quebec Govemment to Red Bank. the town 

has grown both in sire and in the nurnber of permanent jobs held by residents. 

When the comrnunity moved. a commercial centre was built in the town and 

currently there is a Northem Store, a Coop grocery store, a Post office, a bank, a 

diner and a haïr salon which afl employ Cree men and women. Outside of the 

commercial centre, there is a grocery store. a restaurant and a pool hJI that also 

provide at least 20 part-time jobs for young people. Theie is a grocery store, a 

video store, another pool hall and two garages operating out of people's homes. 

Seven years ago. a new arena and a community centre were built, with office 

space. an auditorium, a banquet hall. a pool hall, a fitness centre and a bowling 

alley. 

Beginning in the mid 1970's. the Cree have begun assuming more control 

over their administrative affairs. As a result. the administrative bureaucracy in 

Red Bank has grown considerably. The Cree Heaith Board, the Cree Schoot 

Board, the Cree Regional Authority and the Cree Hunters and Trappes 

Association al1 have offices in the comrnunity and employ local residents. The 

Band Council. the Youth Council. the Development Corporation and the Red 

Bank Tourism Centre also ptovide jobs within the community (see Graph 9 in 

Appendix 1). 

The great increase in facilities and permanent jobs in Red Bank since the 

town's birîh, 17 years ago. has made town-life primary. Over the past 6 yean the 

town centre has grown substantially. The recent construction of the cornmonity 

centre has made town-life more attractive on some levels to younger people. 

Lisa, a 24 year old woman, described what young people used to do 

before the community center was built: 



Mils, 23 yeais oM, described some of the more ment changes that have 

occurred to Red Bank. Like many young people that I spoke with in Red Bank 

who are critical of the Band Council, Miles readily expresed his criticism of the 

Band Council's role in the changes: 

The town has changed. Housing has goüen be?ter peved ma& and a 
sewage sys1IM. The Band has oIed lb improve things- In my ophion, they 
haven? spent the money w~seîj~ tike krifdFng the Mkhuap ( the iiteral 
translation is teepee but the word is used to refer to the cornmunity 
centre), fhey started it 5 yeam agp but îhey wuktput in a sewage system 
until iwo years agp beceuse they dHnY have enmgh money. They wuld 
have Nanned mis be- I think that iYs thet we have it. I'm sum we 
created some ph. But 1 fhink m, couM have started a reai pod hall. 
There was &O much money spent Ibr loo /Me pennanent pûs created ... I 
remember when tlrere were more tmes around. TThy wefe chopped 
down when iney put in the roads and the sewage system. 1 would P,mt 
some mes around and plant some gmss. In the sumrner them's a lot of 
biowing sand. The kids should have some trees and grass to play on. 

Contemporarv Town-life 

Town-life is often described negatively by young people. Unlike bush-fife, 

which is considered to be sacred, town-Iife is decadent and is often characterised 

by idleness and sutmance abuse. Nonetheless, despite the ambivalent nature of 

this emerging existence, town-life is al- very attractive to rnost young people. In 

this section I will explain these attractions and contradictions and look at some of 

the predominant characteristics of town-fife and how young people. in particular, 

are creating cultural Wace within a difficuft context. Alcohol consumption and 

resistance to it and television reception are all factors involved in the channelling 
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and negotiation of these global and transnational cultural flows. 

Thirteen people live in the Farrell's three bedroom house. Jimmy Farrell's 

three daughters and one son INe under his roof with their boyfriends and 

girifriend and children. The three boyfriends and one girlfnend are al1 from other 

reserves. The choices to Iive in Red Bank. despite the crowded quariers. have 

been based on the town's excitement. One of the boyfriend's parents Iive in Bay 

Ridge, a reserve 3 hours to the south. They visit thern occasionally but dUike 

staying for longer than a few days because, they cornplain. th8m's notning lo do 

in [Bay Ridge]. Ws mon, exciong hem. Many young people express how excling 

Red Bank is, while other smaller Cree reserves are often laughed at because 

they do not compare to the ebullience of Red Bank. 

The community has a vibrant intellectual and recreational life. During rny 

two month stay in Red Bank. there were at least six conferences and wofk-shops 

on a number of different topics, which included a number of speakers from 

other reserves; two hockey and broom-bail tournaments; two pool tournaments; 

two skidoo races; four dances; first run movies were screened every weekend; 

and there were nightly hockey, basketball, karate and volley bail practices. This 

does not include al! of the informai Street hockey games. gatherings and parties 

that occurred nightly. 

It was pretty clear that young people 'occupy" the town centre. Over 50% 

of the town's population is under 24 years of age. as illustrated in Graphs 1 and 2 

in the PopuIathn D i - w n  section bdow, and through their visibility this 

proportion is apparent. The visibility of the town's youth is even greater at nigM. 

An official at the Cree School Board remarked that the night belongs fo young 

people. While most adults are home. young people move freely around the town 

centre throughout most of the night and there are few restrictions on the* 
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movements. Some hang out in the corridors of the arena, in the hallways of the 

community centre, in the pool hall and in the coiridors of the school gym. When 

these places close, some hang out in the lit areas of the parking kt, white othen 

drive around the town in their parents' cars. As wefl, numerous Street hockey 

games take place between different clusters of houses, until the late hours of the 

night. 

As a newcorner, at first I fe l  that there was a chaotic aspect to the town at 

night. There are few adults about town after midnight; and young people have 

freedom to move around relatively unchecked by adults until the eariy hours of 

the morning. Skidoos speed dong the nanow paths that wind through the 

clusters of houses. Also for a newcomer. afcohol use is a less obvious part of this 

nig ht time actkity of young people. NeveRheless. it is a large hidden part of it. 

A) Alcohol 

Despite the fact that Red Bank is officially a dry town, alcohol use is 

profuse. There is a barricade on the road to Red Bank where cars are checked 

for alcohol. However, there is no shortage of alcohol in the community. Empty 

beer and vodka bottles litter the sides of the road and around the clusters of 

houses.The sight of staggering drunk men is not uncommon either. Everyone in 

the community is aware of the accessibifity of alcohol and mon agree that it is a 

problem (New Economy Development Group. 1996). 

The source of the alcohol is Lafleur. a white French speaking town an 

hour's drive down the road. Lafleur was established 20 yeam ago when the 

hydroelectric project began. Most of its inhabitants are Hydro QuBbec 

employees from the south. The population of Lafleur is just slightfy srnaller than 

Red Bank but is very different in appearance. It is quite sterile looking cornpared 
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to its neighbouring Cree community. tt s made up of a small strip wHh a 

restaurant, two hotels, a Catholic church. a bar and a gas station. The residents 

live in rows of prefabicated N i e  houses. A! night, with the exception of the bar, 

the town seems lifeiess. The bar is frequented by White French speaking Hydro 

employees and Cree travelling from Red Bank and from the Bay Ridge. a reserve 

two hours south-west of Lafleur. Valerie and Miles once joked about what they 

would do if the bar in Lafleur closed. Valene joked, We7I have io buiM ouf own 

bar. Yeah, just across fivrn the banfade. We also joked about building a 

Mississippi boat casinolnight club that wouM float in the river along the town. This 

would be another comical remedy if the bar in Lafleur closed. Lafleur is the 

source of alcohol for Red Bank. Alcohol is bought at the grocery store and the 

gas station and smuggled across the barricade into Red Bank. This is not a 

difficult feat since cars are often waved through the barricade without 

inspection 4. 

People refer to the smugglers who bring alcohol into Red Bank for sale as 

'bootleggers" and this is clearly used in a derogatory fashion. Miles. a young 

man,spoke to me about the bootleggers, saying They're making millons fhey 

self a botüe for one hundrad &Ilam.. . ! have no respect for these guys. They'll 

sel1 to anybdy, no matter howold you are. Bootlegger is a term used for those 

who bring alcohol into the comrnunity for sale; however, smuggling in alcohol for 

private consumption was refend to as being more acceptable. 

It shouM be made clear that not everyone drinks and it also should be 

made clear that not al1 practices of alcohol consumption are necessarily 

pathological; rather, they are culturally defined as acceptable or unacceptable &y 

the community (O'Nell 8 Mitchell, 1996). Despite the official prohibition of 
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alcohol in th8 community. alcohol occupies an important place in town-life and 

practices of alcohol consumption in Red Bank are differerentted; there are both 

acceptable and unacceptable piactices of consumption: Acceptable places to 

drink are in private; at home, in cars or outdoos. out of pubk view. Young 

people often bonow their parents' cars. drive around town to be with friends and 

to drink. and they can spend the entire night drinking as they cruise aroond town. 

On the weekends parties are held at different houses. These parties often involve 

parents and extended farniiy members. The parties will sometimes begin on 

Thursday or Friday and continue until Sunday- Younger teens. who are too 

young to be allowed to join the house parties and too young to have access to a 

car. will sometimes drink wlh friends outside. It is less acceptable to drink or to 

be noticeably drunk in public. There are two places in particular that drunkenness 

is officially prohibited: the pool hall and dances at the community centre. On the 

weekends there is greater attention placed on watching for dnink people entering 

the pool hall. 

Ali of the young people that I spoke with had a fairiy strong familiarity with 

alcohol consumption. Generally young people have three types of relationship 

with alcohol. Many claimed to have had problems at one time with alcohol but 

have since quit drinking completely. Soma Say that they enjoy drinking and 

would 'party heavily" on the week ends with their friends. A third group of young 

people, who I came to know quite well. were less interested in drinking and two 

of the members of the group disliked it completely. Four of the six memben of 

this group had one non-Native parent and one other young man in the group was 

from a Cree resewe in Ontario. They preferred to smoke up and did so as an 

alternative to drinking. Miles. 21 years old, is a member of this third group: 

I'm not a big dtinker. 11'11 have a few bers occasionally. 1 Iike smoking up 
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better. 1 think drinking can ûe demmtiVe. I don? think tnet smoking is 
though. I know a guy who used b 6e a big drinker. When he mW 
smoking up he stem drinking. He turned iMo a foiru fami& man. He 
g o e s i i t h e k r s h r e g r d ~ d p h ~ . .  

Miles speakr of smoking up as a positive abmative to drinking. Three of 

the friends that he hangs out with dislike drinking and party by smoking pot. Miles 

still drinks but explains how he does not like to party with some of his friends 

because he feels they get too wild when they drink. He describes some of the 

friendships that he has that are based on hash and pot use. 

1 have friends that thet' the oniy time that we71 talk to each 0 t h ~ .  Ws 
totally in Cme and my Cree is perf8Cf when it is on Uus subjéct. They'lI ask 
'hey, so who's selling? Is it good?'. Somebmes whm I'm in the bush, 
somebody might pess me a Nece. I sit in my Hind al1 dey and smoke. 1'11 
sit then, all dey compreteîjt mllow and think- 

Malcolm, who is 15 years oM, has a different relationship to alcohol. He 

bragged about the drinking parties that he had last summer. He said do you see 

wha t shape this place (his house) is in? I fs from all the pertying l did last 

summer. I asked him why he thougM young people drink and do drugs. He said, 

because ifs so bnng hem. Them's nothing else Oo do. He asked me a few times 

whether 1 saw any beer left in the beer fridges in Lafleur. He bragged that he and 

his sister cleared them out last time he was there. 

Malcolm believes that everybody in town parties heavily. This (the 

partying) started a 7 T or 72 yeers dd . I asked him where they did this. He 

responded, at peo@e8s houses or outside or in the cers. He asked rhetorically, 

Have you ever gwre infio b w n  at 3:00am or even 6? 1 replied that some young 

people in the city party at your age too. He responded, but kids here don? just 

have a few beers and that's it They drink a whole case until they pis$ out- 

The first group of young people mentioned in my typology above were 
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recovering abusers. This includes young people who partied heavily at one time 

but have since officWly stopped. Alcohol abuse healing is also an impoftant part 

of towmlife. There seems to be a hyper-awarmess of the problematic nature of 

alcohol. There are quite a few mechanisms created by the community to deal 

with this problem: conferences, workshops and Native healing ceremonies are 

held regularly. These events attract recovering abusers from Native communlies 

across Canada, who corne to listen and share their experiences with alcohol. 

Alcohol abuse healing often involves the use of Pan-lndian symbols and 

ceremonies imported to Red Bank from western Native communlies. I will 

discuss the use of ParMndian symbols in more detail below in the Powwows and 

Local Cree Youth Cuitun? chapter. 

6)  Television 

Town-life involves large quantities of 'leisure" time. High unemployment , loss of 

hunting skiils and high rates of school drop-out contribute to the extensive of 

idleness. This time usually consists of several hours of each day spent watching 

TV. Television is a major part of young people's lives in Red Bank. Almost every 

house has cable television and there are several satellite dishes around town. 

When walking through the community at night, one can see the blue flicker of the 

light from T.V. screens in the windows of almost every home. Wih a regular 

antenna one is able to pick up the CBC and SAC broadcasts. However. most 

houses have cable. gMng them access to the American networks. the sports 

channel and Much Music. One young man was teased by his friends for not 

having cable. They made fun of him for only being able to watch the CBC. 

However. despite his inability to view muîtitudes of channels, he did have a VCR 

and watched movies regularly. 



VCRs are also widefy owneâ and used. There are tv-, video stores in the 

cornmunity. One video store operates out of someoneBs home and is open until 

1 1 :00pm. Young peopk dso have collections of taped movies that circulate 

among friends. Valerie has a large collection of videos that she alfows some of 

her friends to bormw. Even though she cornplains they never @te lhem back. 

She is a young mother who works part-time and who says she watches T.V. to 

pass the time. When 1 asked Vaerie what s h e  liked about working at the 

restaurant. she teplied. tt  ives me a tweak from my ckiugMer. Andit gels me out 

of the house. I usueNy spend HW) day in fronZ of the T. V. 

Population Distributions of Red Bank 

In this section I review data on the population of Red Bank taken from the 

1986 and 1991 Canadian Censuses. The purpose of this examination is to 

provide a more complete understanding of the context of my ethnography. Below 

are two graphs representing the demographics of Red Bank. Graph 1 represents 

Red Bank's population distribution for 1986 and Graph 2 represents its 

distribution for 1991. On the rigM, are the age groups. beginning at the bottorn 

with children from zero to four years of age, and above age groups of ten years 

begin. The columns on the right represent the number of women in the 

cornmunity and the columns on the left represent the number of men. 
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Graph 2 1 991 Po~ulation Pvramid for Red Bank 
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The two graphs illustrate that Red Bank has a fairly young population. 

They indicate that in 1986 the largest age group was from five to fourteen yeafs 

of age. There were 320 boys and 315 girls aged five to fourteen. The second 

largest age group was from fieen to twenty-four years. There were 250 young 

men and 250 young women in the community. The age group zero to four. which 

is a five year cohort, was the second largest age group on a per year basis. The 

age group 45 to 54 years was reIativeIy small. with only 70 men and 75 women in 

this age group in 1986. 

Graph 2 indicates that in 1991 the zero to four age group had grown to 

become the largest age group on a per year basis. because the age group of five 

to fourteen had become relatively srnaller.The age groups of 25 to 34 and 45 to 

54 years had also grown slightly. Through a cornparison of the two graphs, we 

are able to see the changes in the distribution of the population. The changes 

iflustrate the population had aged slightly. This means that there were more - 

young people ready to enter into full-time hunting or wage employment. In other 

words. there should have been a greater demand for employment and for wilb 

life resources in 1991. The iarge amount of children ages zero to four in 1991 

also means that demands on school resources. for instance. should have 

continued ?O be fairly high. For a more extensive socioeconomic profile of Red 

Bank see the appendix. 
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Cha~ter Five 
T heoretical Perspectives on Youth & Youth Culture 

The term 'youth" is used throughout the paper, so it should be made clear what I 

mean by it. The tenn is not an unambigmus one. There are a number of 

definitions of 'youth" that refer to distinct age categories. Some rnight refer to 

youth as teenagers: 13 to 19 years of age. The Canadian Census operationalises 

this age group as k ing  between the years 15 and 24. UNICEF has suggested 

that childhood ends for some in developing countries at 1 1 or 12 years of age 

(Unesco, 1981 : 26), where aduithood immediately ensues. The Unesco youth 

conference has agreed that 'youth' can extend until30 or 35 years of age in 

certain national contexts (Unesco, 1981 : 27). Virginia Caputo (1995) questions 

some of the arbitrary definition of youth and childhood. Age, power and access 

to money are three such indicators often used to make distinctions between 

youth and childhood and between youth and aduithood. 

In addition to age, there are various other defining features of this stage. 

Kenneth Keniston (1 971 : 34) asserts that youth is ' a psychological stage" 

meaning that it involves an acceleration of moral and cognitive development. 

However, he claims that youth do not 'necessafily join in identifiable groups, nor 

do they share a common social position." In other words, it is a cognitive stage 

of development, rather than simply a social or political role. He does. 

no nethekss, recognise that these transitional conditions of moral and cognitive 

developrnent do not occur to everyone and do not necessarily occur in al1 aspect 

of a person's Me. While he claims that the youth stage is a psychological stage, 

he fails to recognise the possibility that this stage is social role. He in fact 

categorises those who revert to this stage or enter it prematurely as 'pseudo 
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youthn. Keniston's perspective conforms to the behaviourist mode1 developrnent 

that describes the puth stage as being a socialisation process that imroives the 

internalisation of adutt noms and values. 

The structural functionalists (Parsons. 1942; Eisenstadt, 1956) afso define 

youth as being a stage where socialisation occun. In fact. no matter how 

subversive the actMty may appear, according to this paradigm. youth cuiture 

can usudly be interpreted as having the affirmative function of easing young 

peoples transition into aduit roles. Youth is interpreted as Ming a transitional 

stage which invoives the passive reception of aduit culture. 

A challenge to this perspective cornes from culuralism which ernphasises 

the construction of culture. Its focus is on ways in which people produce and 

reproduce cultural forms in processes of mutual negotiation. Caputo (1 995) 

daims that newer paradigrns for understanding culture have alfowed us to 

appreciate cultural agency . When culture is understood as being relational and 

involving the negotiation between its producers rather than being a 

preestabiished mechanism for stability within a social system, an emphasis must 

be placed on the cultural producers themselves. Thus with this interpretation of 

culture. the aboriginal youth can also be reconceptualised as being an active 

producer of culture. 

It has been argued that the youth stage does not exist in traditional 

societies, rather there is a direct movement from childhood to adulthood and that 

this stage is thus a product of pst-industrial society. 'Perhaps ouf 

overindustrialised world led us to equate the ages of formal secondary and 

higher education with a transition from childhood to adulthood" (Unesco. 1 982: 

7). This stage of life has often been considered a western rniddle-class 

phenornenon. Takott Parsons (1942) made this association when he wrote about 



the leisure~consumption activiies of middle class tsenag8n in the United States. 

In the 1970's. there was a considerable amount of work done on the 

subcuttures of workingctass youth. pimarian coming from the Centre for 

Contemporary Cultural Studies at the University of Birmingham. However these 

studies primarily focussed on white males (Cohen, 1972; Clarke, 1973; Willis, 

1977; Heôdige 1979). However. there has recentiy been growing Iiterature on 

youth cultural agency in multinational and cross-dass contexts including both 

males and females in their own right (Pifkington. 1994; Palmer, 1994; AmHalai 

and Wuiff, 1995). 

The age of what is being considered to fall into the youth category has 

been said to have been extended in recent years (Unesco, 1982; WuW 1995). 

Factors such as unemployrnent that causes young adults to fall back on their 

parents effectively lengthens the age parameter used to define vouth". The 

stigmatising potential of unemployment can also be avoided through the disguise 

of youth props and activities (WuWF, 1995). Livio Sansone (1 995) describes how 

young black men of Surinamese origin living in Amsterdam disguise their inaility 

to find employment as being a preference for leisure. In this case. youth is a 

position of both vulnerability and of power. Being youthful can, for example, be a 

cause of as well as a strategic response to unemployment. Beyak (1997: 8) 

however, daims that this categoiy is a creation of government policy-makers who 

use the term 'youth" with its ever expanding age parameters. to legitimise 

unemployment. He explains: 

By referting to a segment of the most educated generation of adults to 
date as uy~uth", older generations, corporations and government have 
succeeded in leaving the impression that these people are not getting 
ahead in life because 'well, fi's just not quite time'. 
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Beyak also suggests that this institutional strategy has been so successful 

partiaily because people who fall into these expanding parameters readily accept 

the categorisation of being 'youthful'. 

It has been recognised in some of the academic literature that this stage 

of 'youth" (as well as childhood and adufthood for that matter) is socially 

constructed (James, 1990). and historically has not always existed (Aries, 1962). 

Schlegel and Barry (1 991 : 35) make a distinction between adolescence, which 

they daim is a universally recognised age group. and youth which is not. They in 

fact assert that the youth stage only exists in a minority of societies. 

Schlegel and Barry (1 991 : 35) characterise iouth" as being a ?rialn 

period where a number of adult roles are tested. Helena Wulff (1 995: ï) adds 

how Yhe state of youth tends to last over an increasing number of years, due 

partly to prolonged schooling and to unemployment. This can be understood in 

terms of a cultural moratorium, a period when young people are extending their 

youth by way of experimenting with different roles and thereby delaying adult 

responsibillies." 

The term for the youth stage in Cree is 'Kaa uschipimaatisiito" which 

Iiterally means 'the ones who are living newn (James. 1993: 44). According to 

James (1 993: 15) in Cree comrnunities in the past this stage was associated 

with certain rites of passage. however it was not well recognised as a distinct age 

category. Traditionally distinctions were made on the basis of competence in 

hunting. A youth ?rialn period was virtually nonexistent in the eastern James Bay 

Cree kinship hunting units (Salisbury. 1985; Preston.1979). Preston (Ibid.) daims 

that the emergence of the youth period in Cree communities occurred in the 

1960's when young young people went to residential schools. In the residential 

schools they were no longer integral parts of the family hunting unit but fomed 
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peer-groups. In more ment years. the youth period has been Iengîhened. 

Compulsory education in communities and increang structural shifts from 

subsistence production to govemment subsidy dependence has created an 

eaended period for youth in the community. High unemployment among young 

people in Red Bank and the loss of bush skills has extendeâ the 'youMn period. 

Unemployment and the inability to hunt is related to what WuWf (1995) refers to 

as disguised leisure. Young people's days are filled with leisure activities and 

they are continuing with this lifestyle longer but, due to the lack of economic 

opporiunities and not necessarily out of choice. 

Despite very early pregnancies among young women in Red Bank 

(illustrated by Graph 3 in Appendix 1). the period of youth has not necessary 

been curtailed for young mothers. However, it has meant that there are 

distinctive characteristics of Red Bank youth, which is related to an extension of 

an existing kin social structure of extended family habitation . Living at home wlh 

parents and chifd is very common. Many young women and men have had 

children but continue w l h  youth life-styles. Hanging out with friends, for example. 

while parents or grandparents baby-sit, is common. 

In Red Bank, not only does the youth period last longer, it begins earlier. 

Very early drop-outs and early pregnancies in Red Bank seem to propel young 

people into a common youth stage with people older than thernsefves. I am 

therefore operationalising the terni youth as a period between the years 14 and 

28 years of age. Ceftainly. I am aware that people in this very wide age group 

generally have different experiences, however their similar quality of leisure 

time, activities and occupation of space in the community is what interests me, 

and what relates them as a group in the thesis. 
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Cree Youth Culture 

The tenn 'youth'. particularîy when it is followed by the terni 'Nativew. is 

often used by joumaiists to describe a section of the population which is 

dysfunctional, in need of remediaf help (GoyeSte. 1996; Bell. 1 994) and greatly 

feared (Eisier, 1997; Edmonds. 1996: 6elL 1996; Canadian Press. 1995; 

Oosterrnan, 1995; Bolan, 1995; Canadian Press. 1994). A recent article in 

Maclean's magazine. entitled 'Young and Dangerousu. hysterically describes 

how Native youths are out of control and Yerroiising Winnipegw (Eider, 1997: 24- 

25). 

In the academic literature, Native youth c u b e  in North Americas is rarely 

considered on its own terms. Youth. and pafticularly the perception of Native 

youth, is usually conceived of in terms of a stage of becoming. of being haîfway 

there and undeveloped. It is also assumed that Native young people will 

eventually grow into the culture of their eldem. Since a l  human beings are 

cultural young people should be thought of as being cultural as well. Like al1 

human beings. young aboriginals are cuitural innovators; creatively invoived in 

producing their own culture which are mediated by their common experiences 

and perspectives. Young people's highly visible use of new cuitural symbools 

provides a good exampü of the diversity of a community's cultures and how 

these cultures change. 

The more specific subject of Cree youth culture is al- virtually 

nonexistent in the academic literature. Cornmon approaches to the topic of Cree 

youth have been in terms of cultural loss and problems with socialisation. In other 

words, the Merature focusses on the problerns faced by young people who have 

been disrupted in the process of entering adult life and adult culture. A number 
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of authors have written about young people in eastern James Bay Cree 

communities with respect to cultural loss. Ronald Wintrob (1968). Peter Sindell 

(1 968) and Richard Preston (1 979) al1 produced articles on the problems of 

acculturation among young people in eastern James Bay Cree communities. 

Wintrob conducted a study interviewhg several young people in the 

comrnunity of Mistassini. The study was an atternpt to provide a preliminary 

report on the levels of psychological stress among young people caused by rapid 

socioeconomic changes. He found that there were conflicting models of 

identification, to which young people in the community are exposed. which he 

believed had caused psychopathological problems with their identity formation. 

The limitation of this perspective is that it fails to consider the complexity of 

identity constructions. ldentity pertains to an indiMdual's fe Jing of inclusion or 

exclusion in a wide variety of social rotes. ldentity constructions are multiple, 

strategic and sluationai; they invohte lived realities and imagination 

(Liechty,1995:167). Being a hunter. for exarnple. does not preclude one from 

being a rock star. ldentity constructions necessarily involve contradictions, which 

reveal their complexity. 

Rodney described the way youths construct situationally contingent 

identities: These guys m$M act dl cool in iown, you lurow; 'Y0 y ~ ,  what's up?.. ' 

and they Wear al1 the styîes, but l've seen (hem in the bush end they're senolrs. 

S o m  of tnem an, very good hunters W. 

Sindeil (1 968) wrote about the impact of the individualist value systems 

taught in residential schools which contradicted the traditional value systems 

taught by the farnily hunting unit. Students who returned to their families after 

having lost their earlier orientation to subsistence production were alienated from 

traditional life-styles. 
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Preston's (1 979) aiticle also concerns the issue of young Cree 

acculturation, He described how economic modernisation has caused a deviation 

in the traditional processes of becoming an adult and immivement in the aduft 

hunting Iife-style. He described the mechanisms that exiSted in the ?raditionalW 

society that socialised young people to behave in a way that was necessary for 

communal bush life. Like Sindell, Preston saw residential schools as being 

responsible for causing young people to become alienated from their parents' 

way of life. 

These articles provide some insight into the social context of comrnunity 

members' Ikes. They consider the consequences of the previous generation's 

early and disempowering encounters with white society. The residential school 

systern has since been replaced by a local school adrninistered by the Cree 

School Board, which has created a curriculum that is sensitive to the desires of 

the community. Nevertheless. the loss of bush skills and values (ie. 

understanding and caring for the land and desiring to hunt) by young people is 

still a very cornmon concern of the community elders (New Economy 

Development Group. 1996). However, these articles suggest that young people 

should grow into the culture and cukural practices of their parents. and when this 

does not occur. abnormal socialisation is to blame. This common approach to the 

study of the behaviour of Native young people does not leave much room for 

their cultural agency or for cultural change in general. which the comrnunity has 

experienced. it simplifies the processes of identity construction and disregards 

the fact that young people are invohred in cultural processes of change and the 

importance of these processes for these young actors. 

Asseitions that the newest generations of aboriginals have assimilated 

into white society has serious political implications with respect to land daims 
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and aboriginal tlle. Cultural l o s  has been used as an argument in the courts 

against Native land daims (Asch. 1992; Trask, 1991). The daim that Native 

people have fost their traditional" relationships to the land. rather than having 

new but Hill important Traditional' relationsh~s with the land. has been the wre 

point of this political argument. The subject of the political ramifications of cuftural 

interpretations is taken up in the CulturaI Change, Ethmgmphy and the Stae 

section below . 

Indiaenous Cree Cuitutal Patterng 

While 1 is essential to dismiss the notion that aboriginal youths are cuftural 

heirs waiting to inherit 'realn aboriginal cutture, it would be a mistake to idealise 

aboriginal youths' cultural agency. portraying them as having a sort of 

'superagency" (Palmer and Collard, 1994: 30). My assertion is that life in Red 

Bank is mercurial and that young people in the comrnunity are cultural agents 

should not be understood as an argument that young people are having to 

constantly reinvent every aspect of thek lNes 'from scratch'. As Aflison James 

(1994: 7) puts it, individu& 'create structure and act in and upon it." ft is in fact 

some of the existing indigenous cultural practices and values, which young 

people creolise with extralocal cultural flows, and this is what makes their youth 

cuiture distinctly local. 

Richard Salisbury (1 986:l2l) writes only a few fines on the subject of 

youth cultural processes in the eastem James Bay Cree Communlies. In his 

subchapter on NoIIformal €ducation he explains: 

There is a continuing farnily based education system oriented towards 
traditional skills, and there is clearly a peer-group educational system that 
has parallels among the youth culture in southern Canada but retains a 
distinctive Cree emphasis in the villages. 
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This 'distinctiven Cree youth culture that Salisbury refers to is an 

important subject of inquiry of the thesis. Social life in Red Bank is not simply a 

void being filled by extralocal cultural Rows. Rather these Rows are behg 

creolised with existing indigenous cultural patterns. Pervasive Cree values such 

as corn mit ment to kin, sharing resources (Scott. 1 982), self-control, self-reliance, 

cornpetence (Preston. 1979), reverence for nature and the desire to hunt 

(Tanner. 1979) are being used by young people for the interpretation of 

extralocal cultural flows. 

There is some difference in opinion over the degree of Cree youth 

cu!ture's departure from indigenous Cree cultural patterns. Salisbury (1 986:12l) 

mentions the emergence of peet-groups Which retain a distinctive Cree 

emphasis". Preston (1979), on the other hand. sees the peer-group as replacing 

the family as central agent of socialisation for young people in Cree cornmunities. 

He claims that this has contributed to more assertive behaviour by young people. 

Many in Red Bank also recognise the fact that young people are becorning more 

assertive and this is in fact Ming interpreted by the community as a positive 

change (New Economy Development Group. 1997: 3). However, James (1 993) 

claims that peer-groups are both challenging and reinforcing enduring Cree 

values with respect to teenage pregnancy. Teenagers are challenging adult 

authonty and traditional values through premarital sex and pregnancy. However, 

they are also effectively reinforcing some enduring Cree values in regard to the 

importance placed on fertility and reproduction. 

There are many other examples of the hybridisation of youth cultural 

practices with indigenous Cree cultural practices. Preston (1 979) explains how 

teasing was used in the family hunting unit as a means of disciplining children 

and as rnechanism of socialising them for self-control and self-reliance, which are 
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seen as necessary qualities for successful hunting. leasing is another enduring 

cultural practice which young people use in their processes of cultural 

creolisation. This type of derision is present with respect to t heir skepticism 

towards popular cultural flows from the south and how these flows are 

interpreted. Young people use some of the cultural symbols from television and 

cinema, but with some reservation. For example, a young man can play the part 

of Vince (the cocky pool-shark played by Tom Cruise in The Color of Money") in 

the pool hall. Howwer. he is not to take himseif too seriously or to carry this on 

for too long or he will be quickty humbled by others through teasing. 

This type of derision is also apparent with respect to the way young 

people interpret what they see on television. For example. Lisa laughs at people 

in Montreal that she sees on N who ahivays seem to be complaining about the 

weather. Rodney provides another example with how he finds the accent of the 

generic TV ltalian gangster particularly amusing. He imitates their voices and 

laughs at how these characters often take themselves so seriously. 

Many white visitors in the community are also fair game for this type of 

teasing. They are often teased through an association made with popular cultural 

symbols from the south. For example, the Street where the visiting white teachers 

are housed is facetiously nick-narned 'Sesame Street" by some young people 

who see them as being a bit 'nerdy' and out of much with the local reality. One of 

the teachers was nicknamed 'Weird Al Yankowitchn because of similar frizzy 

hair-styles. These examples represent the local sarcasm towards the cultural 

flows from the south which emanates from endernic cultural practices. 

Shamanism is another component of endemic Cree culture that is 

continuing to be used in Red Bank. Tanner (1 979: 1 08) recognises the 

syncretism that has taken place in the Cree communlies between enduring 
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principles of shamanism and Christianity. Some of the eiders and one of the 

young people that I interviewed spoke of the importecl nominal symbols of the 

Anglican church as havhg magicai signiflcance. The enduring spiritual principles 

of shamanism in Red Bank have also been creolised with pan-lndian symbols 

and ceremonies. Many of the young people re fend to the imported secular 

ceremonies of the powwows as being intrinsicalîy tied to the supernatural forces 

of nature. I discuss this syncretism between shamanism and the imported 

ceremonies of both the Church and the powwow in more detail in the Powwows 

and Local Cree Youth Cuitum chapter below. 

In this section I have provided a few examples of how young people are 

not simply inventing youth culture in a cultural vacuum. Rather they are using 

indigenous cultural practices and values to interpret and creolise cultural flows. In 

the next section I will define and discuss the extralocal cultural flows being 

channelled to Red Bank, 

Extralocal Cuitgral Flows 

The term 'flow" is used to represent a dimension of cultural processes, 

which is processual and transient rather than static and stationary. This 

dimension is what Hannerz (1992: 7) refers to as the 'social distribution" of 

meaning, which includes #ways in which the collective cultural inventory of 

meanings and meaningful external forms ... is spread over a population and its 

social reiationships." It should be added here that while political boundaries may 

be finite cultural flows continue to transcend these boundaries and move with 

increasing velocity. The mass media exemplify flows transmitted across 

constructed boundaries at increasing speed. 
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My use of the term extrafocal incorporates two, more precise. ternis: 

global and transnational. Global cultural Rom include the mass meâia which 

disseminate symbds and meanings globally. R e m  of the television show 

Dallas, for example, can just as easily be seen in Red Bank as they can be in 

Lagos. Tel Aviv. Manila or Geneva (Hannerz. 1992: 243). Keamey (1995: 549) 

describes globalisation as a phenomenon in which new technologies contribute 

to an international environment where territorial boundaties are tenwus and the 

directional flows of cultural products are cornplex. He defines globalisation as 

entailing: 

a shift from two-dimensional Euclidian Wace with its centers and 
peripheries and sharp boundaries to a muitidimensionai global space with 
unbounded. often discont inuous and interpenet rat ing space. 

Kearney makes a distinction between globalisation and transnationalism. 

According to him the two phenornena overlap. involving differing degrees of 

deterritorialisation. However transnationalism usually has a more limited scope. 

Whereas global processes are largely decentered from specific national 

territories and take place in global space, transnational processes aie anchored 

in and transcend one or more nation-states" (548). 

Basch. Glick Schiller and Szanton Blanc (1 993: 7) define transnationalism 

'as the processes by which immigrants forge and sustain mufti-stranded social 

relations that lin& together their sucieties of origin and settlement." My use of the 

term is quite different from this conventional usage. It still invohres the 

deterritorialisation or rather reterriîorialisation of identities and social relations. 

However, rny use of the term transnational cultural flows. represents cultural 

flows that move across the boundaries of specifically First Nations, regardless of 

state boundaries. Transnationalism. in this context, invohres the 
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lndian commonity which includes Natives in other parts of Canada and the 

United States. 

Youths in Red Bank are expenencing multiple extralocal cultural flows. 

Youths' relationships to these flows are often conceived of in ternis of the 

consumption of popular CU tural products and styles w hich are disseminated 

through the mass media and mass production. and which are then replicated by 

groups of teenagers. However, youai's relationship to popular cultural symboIs 

should be conceived of in ternis of appropriation, creolization and use, rather 

than sirnply replication. Mass produced symbols are transfonned by young 

people to gain relevance to their local context (Hannerz, 1991). Neverthefess. 

cultural productionlreproduction does not occur in isolated or closed 

environrnents and exchanges of symbols and meanings are seen by some 

researchen as being particularly evident among young people. Helena WuWf 

(1 995: 7 0) put Ï t  this way: 

When it comes to globalisation or transnational connections youth cultures 
are in the forefront of theoretical interest; youth, their ideas and 
commodities move easily across national borders. shaping and being 
shaped by al1 kinds of structures and meaning. 

Youth culture does not simply involve high profile subcutures. Rather, al1 

young people are culturally active and involved in a wide variety of 

contexts and cuîtural processes. Vered Amit-Talai (1 995: 231) describes 

the complexity of local and extralocal relationships invohred in the cultural 

processes of young people. 

Youth cultural production occurs at home, at school. at work. at play. on 
the street, with friends, teachers. parents, siblings and bosses. draws 
influences horn home-grown as well as transnational influences, and 
intertwines with class, gender, ethnicity and locality with al1 the cultural 
diversity that such a multiplicity of circumstances compels. 
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These complex sets of local and extralocal cultural flows are used by 

young people to negotiate local youth culture. The transnational and giobal 

cultural fbws corne from e number of soumes- UW Hannerz (1992) makes a 

distinction between syrnmetnc and asymmetric flows of meaning: Symmetry 

involves horizontal fiows which are reciprocaf negotiations of meaning and occur 

on a srnall scale with face-to-face encounters; and asymmetry invofves vertical 

flows which are disseminated meanings. which are still mediated by local 

experiences but which usualfy occur on a larger scale with no reciprocity. 

One of the ways asymmehical cultural flows are channelled is via the 

m a s  media. Television is part of what Appadurai (1 990) calls a 'mediascape": 

characters. scripts and scenarios known to people around the world because 

they are brought to them daily. The 'scape" su& is rneant to represent the 

interpretive nature of the meaning of these global flows. The asymmetrical flows 

may be identicai but one flow of meanings rnay create a muîtiplicity of other 

rneanings which are contingent on disünctly situated local perspectives. 

The notion of global cuitural homogenisation has become a concem for 

some. Hannen (1 997: 108-9) refen to this notion as the 'homogenisation 

scenario" where 7he murderous threat of cultural irnperialism is ... rhetorically 

depicted as involving the high-tech culture of the rnetropolis, with powerful 

org anizational backing. facing a defenceless, small-scale folk cuîture." 

However, others contend that when global cuiture from the center enters 

the day-to-day Me of locai world in the periphery. t is rnodified and creolized 

(Hall, 1 997; Hannerr. 1 991 ; Appadurai, 1 990.1 997). What [the homogenisation] 

argument fails to consider is that at least as rapidly as forces from various 

metropoiises are brought into new societies they tend to become indigenized in 

one form or another wayn (Appadurai, 1990: 5). Hannerr (1 997: 109) adds that 
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the homogenisation scenario may be comforting for some whose ethnocentric 

assumptions are that their culture is more relevant than athers and thus are 

superseding the more fragile ones. He remarks 'Grieving for the vanishing Other, 

is after al l in some ways easier than confronting it Iive and kicking l 
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Cabie N and Local Cree Youth Culture 

Television has becorne a part of the town-life of Red Bank. It has become 

a part of its mediascape. Young people in Red Bank are appropriating and 

modifying the symbols, ideas, meanings and beliefs of local symbols and 

rnerging them with global youth aesthetics and attitudes that they are exposed to 

through the asyrnmetrical flows of meaning from TV. Through the sets of 

symbok with modïfied meanings they are creating their own cultural Wace in 

town which requires competency in locally modifia3 universal teenage cultural 

products. 

A number of the elden that I spoke with, inctuding Isaac, were concerned 

about young people's exposure to television. They felt that they were copying the 

violence and sexual promiscuity that they saw daily. I do not want to dismiss 

these concerns- Nor do I want to sound like an advocate for television use, 

because I do not think that it is necessariiy ernpowering for young aboriginals or 

for the aboriginal communities in general. However, I am simply questioning the 

perception of vulnerability of young aboriginals. Young pecjple in general are 

supposedly especially susceptible to the corrupting nature of globalised 

commercial culture. According to this poslion, their undeveloped minds are 

unable to assess the potentially dangerous flows of meaning from the media and 

they uncriticaIiy absorb al1 of the sounds and images. David Buckingham (1993: 

4) fiercely disagiees with this position. He argues that: 

mhese fears reflect a broader ideological construction of childhood and 
youth. If children are typically defined as innocent and impressionabte, 
they are also seen as potential monsters, who are in need of aduît 
protection ... When it comes to adolescence, and to what is typically seen 
as the precarious transition to aduithood, these fears of the collapse into 
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'primitive abandon' have b e n  the focus of successive moral panics, in 
which such as cinema and popular music have been seen to play a major 
role. To define young peopie as merely wlnerable and credulous thus 
represents a forceful legitimation of ad& power and control. 

My superfcial observations were that Cree youths are not uncritically 

absorbing the sounds and images that they witness on N; nor are they simply 

replicating them. Lisa, a young woman with whom 1 watched a fair amount of 

T.V., provides one example of the skepticism that many youths have about what 

cornes across the airwaves. She has the habit of flipping through the channeis. 

not spending more than a few minutes on any one. She once comrnented while 

clicking incessantly on the conveiter, What was thet Spnngsteen song?.. 57 

channels and nothing on . She would also often make fun of the melodramatic 

dialogue from the day-time soap operas. However, she would look for and would 

take a particular interest and pride in the few Native characten and stars on 

television. 

Soma of the styles that are seen on TV are acquired and creolized to 

display young people's 'Creeness". This Creeness is exhibited through the 

mixing of urban American styles with distinctly Cree styles. such as traditional 

embroidered leather mittens. worn with baseball caps and President Stone 

windbreakers. Young women Wear berets. sometirnes with traditionabtype 

embroidery on them. The 'in-your-face" attitude used by some urban youth to 

display their toughness and Qreet sawy. is used in Red Bank but is indigenized 

adding a distinctly local sense of humour. gentleness and skepticism. 

Liechty (1 995) describes how the mass-media pmvides a menu of cultural 

çymbols and meanings that can be chosen from by young people for their identity 

constructions. Buckingham (1993) discusses the empowering potential of 

television in terms of identity. It provides a medium of fantasy for young people 



that can be empowering. Haunani-Kay Trask (1 990: 2), on the other hand. 

explains why a number of typical aspects of lire in aboriginal settlements. such as 

the ones I have descnbed for Red Bank including television, are a source of 

subjugation for everyone in the community. 

Any material aid to the colonies is an extension of exploitation. given to 
strengthen the economic dependency that binds colony to colonizer. just 
as teaching Natives to speak English. watch television and to drink alcohol 
creates a clever web of psychologicai dependency from which the 
colonized Cnd it nearly impassible to disentangle. Generations become 
addicted to the worst cultural habits of the colonial society which increases 
both ignorance of. and alienation from. the Native cutture. Indeed. cultural 
hegemony is the cutting edge of the imperiril enterprise which expiains 
w hy CU Rural nationalism becomes such a crucial Native strategy in the 
battle for decolonization. 

Despite the belief that young people in Red Bank are not wholeheartedly 

embracing the cultural flows of television, or rather they seem to have a certain 

amount of skepticism about 1. I would not deny that Cree youth cultural 

proceses are greatly dependent on flows from the mass-media. Nor am I so 

sure how empowering it is for thern to fiIl their days watching numerous hours of 

principally rich white urban television characters living Iives of affluence that are 

generally out of reach to them. flowever, these television references are not 

necessarily disernpowering either. As suggested by some. television and cinema 

have the potential for providing the raw materials for fantasy, play and imaginary 

vision that can inspire creativity that is locally relevant (Buckingham. 1993; 

Pilkington. 1994: 20). In the following section I illustrate how young people in Red 

Bank are using a pûpular cultural medium in this fashion. 

Much Music and Local Artistg 7 

Much Music is a popular cable channel in Red Bank. The videos of 
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Metallica, Fugees and Greenday are studied by young artists to perfect their own 

use of the medium. Robert is a musiccilly gifted local rock star who has been 

using this global-metropolitain medium to express the perspectives of young 

people in the community. His voice and melodies sound a little like Axyl Rose. 

However. the lyrics are locally specific. His oongs are written, in English, about 

conternporary experiences of alienation f e l  by young people in Red Bank. His 

Song 'Lost Inside" 8 cornpassionately empathises with the Iistener: 

I know how it feels when you're kst inside 
You're feeling coM and blue and you want to cry 
You're thinking lonely thoughts 
and you're trying to hide 
You're feeling very weak feel as though you died 

Another song written by Robert expresses the pain fel by a son whose father 

drinks:Vhy does daddy drink so much ... why is dadûy so mean ... he sits and 

watches T.Vn Robert is very popular among young people in Red Bank. He plays 

to full audiences when he perlorms at the community centre. His CD is in the 

juke box at the pool hal! and is sefected repeatedly by young people. 

In his Song 'The Testn 9 Robert writes about the excitement and 

precariousness of being young in Red Bank. 

You're going out tonight like you're on a quest 
You're looking for something to give you a test 
You're feeling strong what can possibly be wrong 
You feel like you're on a streak you don't stop to think 
But I'm telling you now your future looks bleak 
Your feeling's getting sîronger you can't wait any longer 

Robert's musical abilities have allowed hirn to becorne a mediator. of 

sorts, for the artistic expression of a number of other young people. Harry is one 



of a number of people who have had their lyrics prit to melody by Robert. Harry's 

çong V a l k  On* JO is about a friend of his who comrnitted suicide a few years 

ago: 

Now tonight was the last night 
In a young man's life 
He let go too soon it's too rate to say goodbye 
But you've got to walk on in this life 

You hear kids crying at nigM 
There's no one to hold them tight 
All that noise is just a figM 
But still they walk on 
They show the will to carry on 

This song in particular is very populat and is played often on the juke box at the 

pool hall. At Robert's concert at the community centre, before he sang Harry's 

song, he invited Harry to corne up on stage to explain why he wrote this Song. 

Harry spent at least twenty minutes on stage explaining the context in which his 

friend killed hïmself and the importance for other young people to know that 

they're not alone. but they should 'walk on in the circle of Me-" Harry uses local 

experiences with Pan-lndian imagery (the circle of Me) that are expressed 

through a popular cultural medium. 

Jody is another song writer who uses song wrling to express local 

experiences. He too was working with Robert on putting his lyrics to music. I 

asked him if he ever wrote songs in Cree and he replieû, 'l tried it. but I found it 

sounded too much liice KasMinw (a popular QuBbec-lnnu rock band. Robert, 

however, has included a number of verses in Cree in some of his songs.) Two 

years ago Jody went on a summer canoe trip with ftiends in the bush. He felt 

inspired by this trip and wrote the following song called 'Simple Lifew 11: 

You watch the river run dry. 
You watch the trees Say goodbye. 



We don9t know where we're going today. .. 

Chorus 
it was a simple üfe we shared. 
It was a simple life we knew. 
Waking up to the morning Sun. 
Got to understand. 
We got to get back to the land. 
Maybe some way. 
Maybe someday. 
Simple life. 

He tofd me that he was not sure why he wrote it, because he really likes living in 

town. He said that perhaps he was feeling a bit nostalgie when he wrote the 

Song. His sentiments seern to speak for many young people who value bush-life 

very highly but for a number of reasons, including loss of bush skills as well as 

attraction to town-Me, only spend a few weeks a year in the bush u. 

The final young artkt that I spoke with was Ancita. She is a singerisong 

writerf poet who also wntes about her expefiences in town. The topics range from 

justice to her love for chocolate. In one of her poerns, Voices of Truthw u, she . 

wntes about her feeling of disempowerrnent. 

Why doesn't anybody care anymore? 
The ones who are ruling 
are the ones who are destnicting. 

Who are they destructing? 
They are destructing the lives 
and the dreams of the future generation. 

In her Poem 'Hidden Fears*jz she expresses very well how she felt growing up in 

an unstable environment and some of the anxieties she still has as a young 

adult. 

I feei like hiding 
ftom this cruel world 



where man no longer 
respects its beauty. 

I feel like hiding 
from the pain 
that I once feR 
during my childhood. 

I feel like hiding 
from bad mernories 
that have scared me 
du ring m y adolescence. (Teenage years) 

In the next untitled poem12 she describes how she feit after a friend of hem died. 

The sadness I feef 
just teas me up inside 
the sadness of losing a loved one 
could kill a person's happiness ..... 
instantly ! But permanently . 
It seems the mourning process 
lasts forever. 

But, it doesn't. 
We iearn to accept the hardships 
that life and death bmgs us- 

This final poem by Ancita entitled 'Chocolate~2 is a very whimsical expression of 

her love for something that she can no longer have. 

I love chocolate! 
Chocolate is a passion. 
Chocolate is smooth- 
Chocolate is good! 

I love chocolate! 
Chocolate is romantic. 
Chocolate is ctearny. 
Chocolate is a wonder! 

I love chocolate! 
I love chocolate! 
1 love chocolate! 



I AM ADDICTED TO CHOCOLAfEl 
(but I canot eat any because I quit that addiction on New Yeafs day) 
(1 just found out that I am allergic to CHOCOLATE.) 

Ancita has a very strong voice and she sings occasionally with a local rock band. 

Some of the poems that she has written have been put to music. This use of a 

popular cultural medium is not new in Red Bank. Pemaps it b not unlike previous 

generations in Red Bank who have fomied country and western bands end 

continue to play at gatherings. This new group of young people have seized a 

global medium and are using it to express locally specific experiences. 

One might ask what makes this cultural production. as Salisbury (1986: 

121) put it, 'distinctly Creen or for that matter, distinctly aboriginal. rather than 

simply local. Alienation. disempowerment, suicide, alcohol abuse, nostalgiafor a 

life that is being relegated to peripheral status 13 and perhaps the love for 

chocolate are issues that many young Cree in the region are faced with 

everyday. I think the content of the songs may have universal appeal. however 

most of the subjects are particularly identifiable for aboriginal youths in Canada 

who are more Iikely to live in communities with higher suicide rates and higher 

rates of alcoholisrn (Kehoe, 1981). Jody's song deals with sornething that is 

explicitly addressing the concerns of many rural aboriginal communities in the 

midst of changing their way of Iife or for individual atmriginais who move away 

from remote resenres. Some of the imagery is also distinctly Pan-lndian, as 

mentioned earlier. 

The music that some of the young people in Red Bank have been 

producing has become known across Canada and the United States as 'pow- 
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wow rocv, because the powwows often include rock performances by these 

local rock gmups (Keillor ,1995). The music is said to be a creolisation of rock 

and indigenous music. Rhythrns. rneiodies and lyrics are used from both musical 

styles for its composition. 

Neumann (1 992: 297) discusses how a different artistic medium (the 

theatre) was used to express the aboriginality of young people in Australia. He 

described how one particular play was able to do this. 

It depicts a lively and thrMng present-day Aboriginal culture that takes and 
integrates diverse influences horn other cuttunis as well as 
contemporising and mimicking 'traditional' Aboriginal concepts al1 of which 
contribute to its distinct Aboriginality. 

This 'Aboriginality" invoives expressions of contemporary expertences of 

aboriginal people. These experiences include reflections of Vaditional" symbols 

and narratives vis-a-vis everyday life on the reserve or in the inner-city. This 

aboriginality, using past (the past of a Pan-lndian community) and present 

references, is being expressed through various artistic rnediums. 

'Music has had an especially impoftant place in [the] renaissance [of 

native tradition], as it offers a vehicle through which Native Americans can 

express their lndian-ness in spite of modern socio-economic conditions" (Keeling, 

1992: 17). Elaine Keillor (1 995: 121 ) points to evidence of the scope of this 

'renaissancen of expression of 'Indian-ness" through contemporary music. 'ln the 

past twenty years Sunshine records of Winnipeg has released around 150 

recordings by Native performers. some of which offer innovative syncretisms of 

aboriginal and non-aboriginal musical traditions." 

Interestingly, Red Bank youths are using rock, part of the so-called 'clever 

web of psychological dependencyn (Trask, 1990: 2), to express subversive 

ideas, such as Ancita's proclamation that "The ones who are wling are the ones 
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who are destnicting'. Nagel (1 996: 70) comments that =[t]here is no more 

powerful counterhegemonic statement than one that tums hegernony on b 

head." Many young people, such as the ones above. have seized an artistic 

medium from the m a s  media and are using t in an empowenng manner. 

Notwithstanding. the 'Native strategy in the batlle for decolonization". as Trask 

describes it. is also being pursued by some through the use of Native 

cerernonies. These ceremonies are also an important part of the youth cultural 

processes in Red Bank. 
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Chapter Seven 
Powwows and Local Cree Y o m  Culture 

The powwow is a relativeiy new ceremony developed by bands in the prairies of 

Canada and the plains of the western and mid-western United States. It is a 

secular inter-tribal summer celebration that draws Native participants from across 

the continent. Its origins are the wild west shows that took place in the southern 

plains of the United States. The tribal dances and songs. that were outlawed by 

the Amencan Bureau of lndian Affairs in the late t 9th century, resuifaced in the 

commercial wild west shows in modified secular foms (Kractit. 1994). 

In 1990, Red Bank started having their own powwows. The powwow 

represents another extralocal cultural flow being channelled to Red Bank. Unlike 

the television, however, the powwow does not invoive the dissemination of 

asymmetric flows of meaning . Although there may be strong similarities between 

the symbols and ceremonies of each powwow, powwows that are held in each 

of the communities are created with local flavours and people who attend thern 

borrow and add their own styles and meanings (KracM, 1994; Dyck, 1 979). 

Benjamin Kracht (1994) describes how the Kiowa have contributed a 

number of tribal dances to the southern plains powwows. These dances include 

the sun dance. the ghost dance and the gourd dance. Kracht says that the Kiowa 

are very proud of the contribution they have made to the powwow circul of 

dances that represent thair own tribal identity. 

One author. however, bas argued that the powwow has had negative 

accufturative on local indigenous rituals. Gertrude Kurath (1970) 

compares the Tewa Pueblos of New Mexico's religious dances and songs to the 

secular. commercialised powwows. She sees these powwows as an attempt to 

promote Pan-lndianism and serve 'psychofogical needsn. In the process, the 



appropriated religious dances and songs have bst their original meanings. The 

Algonquins in Michigan and Ontario have diluted the dance.' And they have 

copied the costumes (Kurath, 1970: 222). 

Noel Dyck (1979) disagrees with this daim that the powwow is tainting 

local traditions. Despite his agreement that it is a relatively recent phenornenon 

used, for one of many purposes. to promote a feeling of Indian unity. he 

disagrees with the point that they are les$ authentic or less important than local 

religious ceremonies. He describes Me importance of the powwow as: 

constitut[ing] an autonomous achievement which summons a larger 
community to celebrate the value and the excellence of lndianness in a 
manner which is both individually rewarding and collectively 
uncontroversi &...me powwow overcornes the dispersion of lndians and 
unites them es mernben of a cultural comrnunity or fellowship which is 
symbolically defined in terms of opposition to non-lndians and 
mainstream Canadian Society. (Dyck. 1979: 91 -93) 

Robert Jawenpa (1 985: 31) does not disagree with Dyck's daim that the 

powwow is an important unifying medium. However. like Kurath he cUms that it. 

does in effect erode local language and tradition. 

One of the ironies of pan-indianism in recent history is that certain traits 
and institutions from historical Plains culure. such as the pow wow 
complex, have becorne symbolic and a general 'Indian' identity for many 
Native American groups on the one hand, while increased interaction and 
communication between groups have contributed to the decline of local 
indigenous languages and a secularisation of life on the other hand. 

Wendy Rose (ColteIli. 1990: 4). a Native American author, disagrees with this 

fact they complement each other: 

To be tribal and to be Pan-lndian exist side by side. and in fact Pan- 
lndianism is intended to protect those tribal identities not replace them. 
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In this section I discuss how young people are using transnational or Pan- 

lndian symbols and meanings to create town-Me. The cultural flows involve the 

south-western Canadien and American p o w o w  circuits mat young people have 

followed and later brought ?O Red Bank. They also invofve cultural specialists 

from other communlies who vis$ Red Bank In the process. some young people 

are reinventing tradlion. This is seMng a number of functions. including the 

creation of a transnational identity that compkments the mediascape that they 

are exposed to and challenges adult authority in the cornmunity. Despite Red 

Bank's relative isolation from the dominant white population, they are far from 

isolated from the effects of the south's industrial expansion. However, they are 

virtually absent from representation in the mediascape. The noithern Cree 

experience is virtually non-existent on television. Through the powwow some 

young people are gaining transnational representation by becoming a part of a 

Paklndian cornmunity and, as mentioned above. they are defining themsehtes 

'in terms of opposition to non-Indians". 

The reinvented tradition is compatible with town-life. Bush-life is expliclly 

valued very highly among most young people and is nostalgically discussed by 

many young people as an ideal way of life. However, there are a number of 

sacred symbols and rituals (ie. expressions of aboriginality) that are compatible 

with town-life that are being used by some young people. Symbols like the four 

sacred colours (red being their chosen colour) and dream-catcher eamngs can 

be wom fashionably in town. it is a way of expressing aboriginality without having 

to be in the bush. 

Reinterpretina Tradition 

Many young people in Red Bank are challenging their elders' notions of 



tradition. This is done by rejecting orthodox Anglican rules that the elders in the 

cornmunity try to enforce. ln the process. they are reinventing local tradition. 

They are doing this by consciously appropriating Pan-lndian symbols and 

rneanings from emakcal sources. These symôols are king used as 

transnational and local political tools. However, they are also being assigned - 

religious significance by young people and by elders who contest their use. 

Not all young people are contesting the authority of the Church. However, 

certain young people who feel alienated by Anglican services and niles are 

attracted and excited by traditional Native rituals and teachings. When I asked 

Lisa who is discovering Native spiritualily if she could compare the Anglican 

mass to Native traditional ceremonies. she asked, Have you ever been to a 

sweat lodge mremony? Ws srneMg. She spoke highly of the prairie ceremonies 

that she has attended. I asked her if she thought that most elders were orthodox 

Anglican and she agreed. When I asked why she thought that this was the c'ase. 

she responded: 

i think most of the eld81s wem bminwashed. lhere was a white minister 
that came hem ahout 60 yearr ago and he bmnwasheô them îo &/ieve 
that ouf ways wem wrong. A lot of young people are searching for their 
spirituality tnet was lost because our 8f-m no longer pradi i i  R One of 
the probtems wifh the communiïy is that there are no ceremonies 
perfotmed.. Weill, there are some but most of the elders are against it The 
ceremnies have to 6e perlormed by peoP,e fmm other eommunities 
that havent lost them. 

I then asked her if she thought any young people in the community are against 

Native ceremonies and she replied: No, most yomg pe@e dont care abut  the 

A n d h m  rules. Most are looking for Naüve spiriual guidance. 

Sarah believes that many young people are using the spiritual practices as 

a way of quining dfinking and doing drugs. She describeci how powerful these 



ceremonies can be for this purpose. 

Othe= go i n î ~  Bat because dhefm qvrïlng diiinhiing. Kyou dlink or& 
dm- ) n ~ u  tan? chnm- Onoe when we m ~ ,  dnnking, WB m,nt Io [a 
patticular camp gmru#. In Iln, summeryou cen dnie anywhm amund 
there. We wentdbwn and we saw some p8opre dBrmmng and it started 
t'aining. We got stuck end it s t a W  b raina One of the guys dmrnrniw 
came over end said %ve made our aide.' (Sarah stopped and stared at 
me for a few seconds, with the expectation that this should have a 
profound meaning for me.) He sa-, wu guys wem dnnking'. (It is her 
beiief that the truck got stuck by supematural forces because they were 
drinking where a sscred circle was formed.) 

She then expiained that others practice these ceremonies simply out of vanity. 

She explained with disapproval how a lot of young women spend a lot of time 

making traditional dresses for the dances (eg. jingle and fancy dancesld). They 

go to the dances to show off how they've got the prettrést dress. 'Weil. l've gpt 

the best Iookng dfess. No, I've got the &est.-. ' She said that she would rather not 

be a part of this cornpetition. 

John, on the other hand, beiieves that some of the ceremonies, 

particularly the dances. should be for the purpose of having fun. He was a 

mernber of the traditional drumming group and he expiained. P80pre wouMask 

us why we'd laugh when we'd d m .  They'd ask, Zre yw dmnk or something? 

We faugh because we're having fun. We d m  because Ps fun. John described 

how he interprets what the powwows should meanAt Ihe powwows Wu're 

supposed to have fun. People think r s  religious. 'Ws a pegan thing. Ws a prgan 

thing. ' W .  not, iYs realIy jüst a social thing. 

Some young people in Red Bank are beginning to use Pan-lndian 

symbols in their identity constructions and are approprïating these symbois frOm 

communities in the west and the south in order to reinvent th& own local 

tradition. A group of young men in the comrnunity have formed a drumming 
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group that bats a plains lndian drum and chants at various ceremonies There 

are a nurnber of young wornen who have made their own dresses and dance at 

these ceremonies. They hate made jingle and fancy dance dresses and have 

learned the appropriate dances. 

One of the rituals perforrned at the ceremonies is the buming of sweet 

grass for the purpose of cleansing the Wace for impurities. Gifts of tobacco are 

given by the dancers to drummers as signs of respect. The powwows on 

Elizabeth Island. and the sweat lodge ceremonies in some of the camps, are 

exampies of Native rituals. that are not local in origin. and are being used 

speclically by young people. I have -ken to several young people who feel 

firmly cornmitted to being involved with these ceremonies. despite the fact that 

many of the elders in the community are opposed to these rituals because they 

feel that they are idolatrous. 

Occasionally certain religious elders wili publicly condemn the Native 

religious practices. This public condemnation is usually over the local radio 

station and is often directed at Native spiritual practices occurring during a hoiy 

day or during the mouming of the death of a community mernber. One such 

condemnation occurred five years ago after the funeral of a young man. originally 

from another resewe. who died in a car accident. The young man in question 

was spiritually active and when he died his family requested that a plains drum 

be beaten at the Anglican ceremony. The bishop. who just happened to be 

visking the community at the time. presided over the ceremony. He allowed the 

dnim in the ceremony; however many elden objected. Aside from the belief that 

this observance was idolatrous. sume of the elden also argue that the ritual has 

never been part of their ancestors' tradition. Isaac explained, these big round 

drums have never b e n  used in ouf community. My parents am in Iheir 903 and 



they said Mat ihey had small d m  that they heId in M r  hands, not (hese big 

Not al1 of the eiders are opposecl to the practice of Native rituals. One 

elder, Jeremiah, who was mentioned to me by a number of youths for his 

expertise in traditional matters and his exceptional ability to comrnunicate with 

younger memben of the community, said that he was n a  opposed to this 

movernent by young people. He feds that these Pan-Indien symbols are not 

alien to the community. He feels that the drum has always been a part of the 

community in one form or another. He also questioned some of the 

contradictions which he saw with the eiders in the Anglican Church's use of 

traditional symbois. 

1 can't compain about ywng pm@e arounû the drum. These traditions 
were supy30sedLo be de~troy8d~ It's something that was almost destmyeâ- 
Chnstienity ttwught we were doing something evil. 1 was brought up to be 
a Chrisban. E v e m  wants to go Lo heaven. But Chnstianity canY s t ~ p  
tradition. Sornething that I don't understand is why the dders are so 
against what young peopre am doing, wMe there is moose hide trimming 
around the alter at the chuICh- Why cire they so egainst it when they have 
moose hide on the alter? 

Jeremiah's own interpretation of tradition includes piains drums- His 

questioning the use of Native fetishes. such as moose hide trimmings. by the 

church reveals not only a political analysis of the rnissionaries' presence, but also 

the way he has indigenized Christian symbols to have magical significance. The 

perfunctory symbols irnported by the Anglican church have been 'indigenized" 

and have taken on magical significance. Some Christiens that I met with spoke of 

their fear of the mystical power of the dnirn and their falhfulness to the magical 

protective powers of the ministers. Adrian Tanner (1979: 212) claims that the 

Anglican Catechists in many of the communities have taken over some of the 



roles of the Shamans. Tanner (Ibii: 108) also says that there has been a 

'syncretism" between Native spirituality and Christianity, where many Christian 

rites have gained alternative Native spiritual sgnificance. The example is 

provided by Tanner of the belief that if hunters do not respect the Christian hoîy 

days this will lead to poor hunting resuits. 

As mentioned above, not dl young people in Red Bank are contesting the 

Church's authofity. Quincey, who daims to be a devout Christian. interprets the 

two religious doctrines similarfy to Jeremiah in a sense that they are both 

powerful forces. However, Quincey sees the powwow as potentially evil. First he 

describes the significance of the powwow. 

Peopre don? undersfa&. There's Iwo sp'rits in tfrem. They sey that the 
powwow is e gwâ Mng. But thre's a h  an evil spDM When 1 b the 
powwvws I can feel the drumming in my &artD There's evil. 7-3 
someBing in the smoke of the sweet gmss. They Say it mJI stop evil 
s#&. What if the sweet grass ettracts the evil s@rim? You're surmunded 
&y sp'rits. 

He said firmly that he does not like going to the powwows. He feels that many 

young people are readily getting invoived with Native ceremonies, like the 

powwow, without understanding what it means. He repeated: 

They don? understand whaï'" behind it. During e powwmw it starfs rainiing 
when some&ûy aomes.. . a bird flies ovemead, these am sigm At a 
p w o w  evetyone is invdved. Even the animai$ am invohmd. 

He told a story of a confrontation between a Christian preacher and a Shaman on 

his home reserve when he used to live there. His story recounts how the 

Christian magic is more powerful than the Shamanic magic. 

[In my reserve] they have tent meetings that lest for e few deys. Ws like 
Billy Graham. People say mat it's not good îbr young p8opre 
(Shamanism). It's sot fmm a man, Ws fmm e creator. I know from the UWe 
that y w  cm t modr God. One men ga fed up with the (ab night musk. .. 



PIBcm 
He didn't like k He asked the mverend ID oome over îo talk îo the ywng 
po@e [about the music late at night]. ME James [who was a spiritual 
healer in the community confronted the reverend and] ssid same &?d 
t h i i  ihe mmrnnd- ML. J m  mis m m  Gad. TFW v r  a d h Y  
want îo say enything. [Mer this incident occunedJihey lbunda h i n  
tumour. In a wey it bad< fia Mr. J~mes s8i-d to the preed,er lhat our 
beliets am mon, poweriul than y w r  beli;B& and h n,t e koin îumour 
soon a-r. You can sey that Ps a twinci&mœ but I dont think so. 

Quincey is creolising indigenous shamanistic beliefs with both 

Protestantism and with the ceremonies of the powwow. The nominal role of the 

Pentecostal preacher and the secular significance of the powwow have been 

reinterpreted as being opposed to each other in a metaphysical battle between 

two supernatural forces. 

Rodney is also fairly religîous. He does not go to m a s  regularly but does 

meet with the Anglican priest occasionally to discuss theological issues. He has 

many questions about about both mixing and segregating Anglican and 

traditional Native symbols. He believes that the two are completely compatible 

and is actually quite offended by those who classify traditional spirituality as a 

'paganW religion or involving the adoration of more than one 'creatof. He says 

that it was because his ancestors dfeady believed in one-supreme creator that 

they accepted Christianity so readily. However, perhaps in an attempt to 

integrate the two belief systems, Rodney contradicts this monotheistic argument 

by referring to Christ as being simply 'a great medicine man". 

I am not necessarily arguing that young people in Red Bank are using 

extralocal symbols without recognising their origins. On the contrary I am arguing 

that these young people are oRen very conscious of the sources of these cultural 

practices, and this would be stating the obvious for many of them. John 

expresses his very conscious appropriation and use of extralocal cultural ffows: 

I'm like Bruce Lee. He wodd see evetything that was wrong with al! the 



He asked me about going university and said that he would like to mite a thesis 

on religion. He is interested in doing a comparative study of many different 

religions. He believes that religions are al1 fundamentafly the same. NOM) of 

them are perf6ct but there are poslive features of each of the doctrines that can 

be appropriated. According to John. ideally pan-lndian spirihiality and Christianity 

should complement each other. 

As mentioned, pan-lndian symbols are k i n g  imported to Red Bank by its 

young people. They are also being imported by traditional specialists who come 

from other Native communities to the conferences and gatherings in Red Bank. 

One instance of this occurred m e n  years ago when three young shamans came 

to Red Bank from a Cree reserve in Manitoba to perform a round dance - 

ceremony. Another example of specialists importing traditional symbols occuned 

during the last week of my stay, at a conference on substance abuse. A Native 

actor from Alberta. who was invited to the conference by the Youth Council Chief, 

gave performances illustrating how the temptations of alcohol can be overcome 

through tradtional Native spiritual rituab. On the last night of the conference 

there was a round dance ceremony. This was peiformed by the local young 

drummen and dancers and was presided over &y an elder from a Mic'rnaq 

comrnunity and the performer from an Albertan Cree comrnunity MC'ed. 

On one paftr'cuiar occasion, the conflict over the elders' notion of tradition 

and ybung people's perception of tradition was expressed publicly. A fascinating 

debate over the meaning of tradition took place. The catalyst for this was not a 

round dance ceremony or a sweat lodge ceremony. Rather it was a Saturday 



night dance for young people, which continued past miônight. The following 

Monday the elders celled a meeting to scold the young people at th8 dance for 

dancing on the SaMath which the eiders bekwe is against their tradition. John 

took credit for the dance: 

1 was mnning the dance end I got in nwble Ibr it If w a ~  a Much Music 
dance (This is a national D.J. service that he hired) . Their contract was 
from 8:OO unlil midnight The muse sfopped et miidnigfrt but we couM Wl 
that peoP,e süII wanted b dnce and mr had no tmuHe all n g M  There 
were a few drunks but notning Md. We hW ouf om D.J. hhem So, 1 said 
'keep it -hg' lt went on until3:OO or 2:30 in the moming. The next day 
we got in tmuble for lt 

Isaac, a Catechist. explained. 1 tHn'tlJame the young peoP,e. 1 just 

followed ouf tradition not to dance on Sunday- Most of the eMers are against 

dancing on the Sabbath. Isaac's interpretation. that the rules of the Anglican 

Church is local tradition, is widely held. John, on the other hand, rationalised his 

actions as being in keeping with Christian beliefs. Everyone was having a good 

the. Jesus was a man. May& his last supper was a big party. 

Sorne young people did not question the historical grounds for the 

Anglican based tradition. Nonetheless, they did feel that it is a double standard 

that bingo, which is very popular among the elders, is not called off during Lent. 

However, many other young people who attended the meeting. and aimost al1 of 

the young people that I interviewed. rejected the idea that they were breaking 

tradition. Most argued that this is not their tradition, rather it is the tradlion of 

their colonisers. When asked about the elders' version of tradition, Sam 

They got th& from the white man. They think that ine dhrm is evil. The 
white man brought in t8CnnoIogy; unnbreakable plates - pots and pens; a 
lot of things thet impressed our peopre. Some of i ïs  the cdonisers'. 
Dancing on Sunday is ok, because sorne of the other communioes have L 
When thete's a -th, I understand not dancing because peopie am 
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mouming. Som of the el&m dbn'îlike îhe p o m w s  and smiat lodge 
ceremnies either, even tbugh they wem used &y our encejliprs. 

Sam's reinterpretation of tradition is based on the practices of other 

eastem James Bay Cree communities as well as king part of a transnational 

Native community. He considen his community to belong to a larger Cree 

fellowship that includes Cree in the west. One young women that I spoke with on 

th is subject added, 1 don? see anything wrong wia, boming fmm ouf brothers 

and sisters from the south and west She then commenteci on the ecological 

nexus between Red Bank and reserves in the west, with respect to one particular 

western Aual of burning sweet grass: Sweet grass grows in ouf community doo. 

Native syrnbols from the south and the west are imported through 

symmetrical flows by Red Bank's young people who visit powwows and 

gatherings in the prairies and the United States quite regularfy and memben of 

other communities who visit Red Bank. The symmetry represents the feedback in 

the varying rneanings associated with symbols, which unlike T.V., are negotiated 

through face to face encounters rather than being disserninated. There is no 

such thing as a powwow manual, rather as mentioned above, participants add 

and borrow material from each of the powwows that they attend. Several young 

people that I spoke with have attended powwows and gatheting in southern 

Québec, Ontario. Manitoba. Saskatchewan, Connecticut and New Mexico; and a 

number of young women in the community have attended traditional dance 

classes in Ottawa. 

Most young people I ~poke with who disliked this ruie that forbids them to 

dance on Sundays supported Sam's c U m  that Red Bank was the only Cree 

reserve in Quebec that enforced this rule. Miles, however, had a slightly different 

interpretation of the situation. He expresses his blunt pessimism about the elders 
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ever changing their minds about this issue. 

The overall perception of people from al1 age groups is that elden believe 

that the rules of the Anglican Church are tradition and should be followed to the 

letter. The elders that I spoke with stated that these rules are Cree tradition. 

Young people on the other hand ovemhelmingly rejected these rules. some 

simply because they interfered with their social life. However, many rejected 

them because they beliaved that they are not really thein but are remnants of 

Eu ropean colonisation. M a ~ y  y0 oung people are therefore appropriat ing Pan- 

lndian symbols and using them to represen! earlier local religious practices. It 

also is being done to become a part of a larger North American aboriginal 

community. The itony of the contestations over Cree tradition in Red Bank are 

profound. Elders defending the rules of the Anglican Church as 'authentic" 

tradition, while young people 'se& Native spiritual guidancen through the south- 

western powwow circuits was admittedly an unanticipated finding. 

The notion of the invented or imported tradition is often rnisunderstood to 

mean copied or made-up tradition. However, as discussed earlier in the thesis. it 

should by no means imply inauthenticity. Handler and Linnekin (1 984: 286-287) 

explain how tradition becornes authentic: 

The origin of cultural practices is largely irrelevant to the experience of 
tradition; authenticity is always defined in the present ... tradition is not a 
bounded entity made up of bounded constituent parts, but a process of 
interpretation, attributing meaning in the present through making reference 
to the past. 
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The 'rem prefix that I have used is rneant to signify the fact that ail tradition is 

invented and continues to be reimmed- The ceoIiSation and reinterpretation of 

tradition occurs in every Society. In fad. the contentions over 'realw tradition in 

Red Bank have made some young people very conscious of its volatile nature. 

For all the young people cited above, the powwow and other Natnle ceremonies 

have become important parts of their lives. As stated earlier by Hanson 7he 

invention of culture is no extraordinary occurrence but an activity of the same sort 

as the normal, everyday process of social life." Even Quincey. who is wary of the 

event. expresses the minent significance of the powwow for him. 



Chanter Eight 

Cultural Channe. Ethnogtp~hv and the S m  

Ethnographers are in a precarious position between Native groups and the State. 

Native groups who are struggling for land settlernents and self-determination 

have been at times suppoited and, at other times, hindered by the work of 

ethnographe=. There are, nonetheless. a range of opinions about the business 
C 

of cultural studies. Alan van Geste1 (1990) puMished an article on American . 

lndian political groups' use of the couds to barnboozle 'honest taxpaying 

citizens'" properties. In the article he describes anthropologists' role in this 

supposed 'scam'. 

lndians have nearly monopolized the available anthropological and 
historical expertise. This is so because of the sentiments of most 
academics. because of the heavy level of funding available to hire thern. 
and because when they 'h81pn lndians they are praised by their institutions 
and colleagues. By contrast. those scholars who are called to serve the 
defence often corne under intense pressure both within and outside their 
institutions to refrain from participation. (Van Gestel, 1990: 304) 

This belief that anthropologists are biased towards the interests of the aboriginals .: 
they study was also reflected in the decision of Judge McEachem in the 

Delgamuukw vs. The Queen land settlement case in British Colombia l9W. The 

Judge stated that the cuitural anthropologist is ' 'more of an advocate than a 

witness' and thus is 'very much on the side of the witness' " (Asch. 1 992: 236). 

The judgernent points to a segment of the code of ethics of the American 

Anthropological Association to explain this bias. 

an anthropologist's paramount responsbility is to those he studies. Where 
there is a confikt of interest. these individuals must come first- The 
anthropologist must do everything within his power to protect their their 
physical. social and psychological welfare and to honoui their dignity q ~ d  
privacy. (Asch, 1992: 236) 



Michael Asch (1 992) disputes the conjecture made by Judge McEachern by 

saying that the primary role of the anthropolo@st. which is accepted in the 

discipline, is not to pmtect the subject sBe studies by whatever means possible 

but is rather to ensure that the results of herihis research are comparable and 

can be replicated. He also clarifies that this section of the code of ethics was 

established to prevent the use of anthropology for motives other than academic 

pursuits, such as military espionage. 

From another perspective. Gerald Viienzor (CoiteIli. 1990: 161 -1 70). a 

Native American author, criticises anthropoiogy for its attempts to subjugate the 

spirit of Native culture through its clinical interpretations. According to him, these 

interpretations have little to do with the lived realities of Native people. 

it's a system of power; anthropologists have invented culures; 1 doesn't 
have anything to do with lndians and it's al1 their business. It's very 
interesting. And they can peek at each other, you know, on either side of 
the bookshelves ... but it doesn't have anything to do with tribal 
people ... They need culture so they can get Ph.0.'~ and gain power, and 
the masks they've constructed about culture ... The methodologies of the 
social sciences separate people from the human spirit. 

The rnasking that Vivenzor describes is the =decoding and recoding", that 

ethnography carries out in I s  interpretation of culture, discussed by James 

Clifford (1 986: 6). In the process the ethnographer has a new textual creation 

that stands apart from what slhe has witnessed. In other words, the 

anthropological text has little to do with the lives it claims to represent and in fact 

in some cases it derogates these lives by claiming they do rot reaîly exist as the 

actual actors believe they do. 

The daim that culture is invented rather than something that is primordially 

inherited is one such anthropological interpretation that has been a contentious 



issue among acaôemics. Native political groups and the legal system. Jocelyn 

Linnekin (1 983: 241) explains the relationship both anthropologists and ethnic 

nationalists have with the creation of aboriginal tradition in Hawaii. 

Both anthropologists and ethnic nationalias use the concept of tradition to 
define a cultural identity. While both view the nirai community as 
representative of an authentic inhetitance. the anemptS by nationalists to 
discover this heritage usually produce cultural creations. 

Linnekin's prevailing anthropological interpretation that cuiture is fluid and is 

invented and reinvented &y individuals led her to a crucial deduction about the 

invention of Native Hawaiian interpretations of traditional lands. 

Kahoolawe has been the subject of Hawaiian protests for several years. 
Hawaiian nationalists claim that it is sacted ground and the U.S. Navy is 
destroying the graves of Hawaiian anceston ... Kahoolawe has become 
the archetype of the idealized Hawaiian land, even though, using historical 
data, many other Hawaiian lands could be regarded as more deserving of 
that status. 

This conclusion made by Linnekin was used by another anthropologist by 

the name of Tom Keane who was hired by the United States Navy to debunk the - 

Hawaiian Natives' claims to the land. In his report he States that th8 Native's 

daim that Kahoolawe is sacred to them is Yakery" (Trask, 1990: 16). 

Haunani-Kay Trask (1 990: 24) claims that this type of assertion &y 

anthropologists is based on racism and on perceived threats that Native culture 

poses to the hegemonic establishment. 

[lt's] premised on the racist belief that Natives don? know their culure well 
enough to assert P. Therefore. the reasoning is, they are arguing for 
something devised on the spot or, what is more rnalevolent, they are 
asseriing something political not cultural. Examples of this include 
accusations by anthropologists and other alleged 'experts' that Native 
nationalists 'invent' cultural traditions for purely political ends or that the 
culture they practice is not authentic ... in the colonial contea. al1 Native 
cultural resistance is political: it challenges hegemony ...[t herefore] 
mainstream scholars and officiais seek to undermine the legitimacy of the 
Native representatives by attacking their motives in asserting Native 



Trask goes on to explain how yraditionai" aboriginal culture is inherently anti- 

systemic and thus is empowering to aboriginals who use its references. 

Thinking in one's own cultural referenh Imds to conceptualùing in one's 
own world view, in tum, leads to disagreement with and eventual 
opposition to the dominant ideolo gy... The direct links between mental and 
polit ical decolonization are clearly observable to representatkes of the 
dominant culture, not only to those oppressecl and slniggling to strengthen 
those links . 

Trask claïms here that Native traditions are politicai in nature because of this 

polïtically motivated friction with hegernonic cufture. Nagel (1996: 63) , in 

contras, daims that it is the process of cultural inventing &el that is the 

empowering exercise. 'lt is my argument that ethnic renewal, whether it takes the 

form of individual ethnic identification or culural construction. is uitimately an 

empowering, rejwenating and liberating enterprise." 

Hanson (1 989: 899) supports the substance of Vivenzor and Trask's 

comrnents; however. he seems to suggest that the misdeeds are inadvertent 

when he remarks that in the ethnographer's quest to understand the narrative, 

slhe emasculates rather than ernpowers the Native. Hanson clarifies what he 

believes should be the role of the ethnographer: The analytical task is not to 

strip away the reformulated portions of cuiture as inauthentic, but to understand 

the process by which they acquire authenticity." 

Murray (in Nagel, 1996: 66) offers another suggestion for the role of the 

anthropologist with regard to understanding Native cuiture. 

in trying to avoid the colonialist assumption of an ability to comprehend (in 
the sense of encompas, as well as understand) tndian cultures and their 
difference, we couM rnodestly confine ounelves to examining the 
accounts and representations of Indians, not to judge their accuracy but to 
reveal what they say about white ideological irmestments. 
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Hanson and Murray offer two f o m i ~ l a ~  for ethnographes to develop a qualified 

understandhg of Native cultural production while staying out of the way of the 

political efforts of Native groups. In defence of cultural studies and of rny own 

project. I would argue that ethnography is far from being simply an imperialist 

enterprise with its primary goal to give legitimacy to date subjugation. In the 

Delgam uukw vs. the Queen land senlement case. rnentioned above. social 

scientistsr testirnonies in support of the Gitskan and Wet'suwet'eci were 

disregarded by the court. The assertion that Native culture. like al1 culture, is not 

biologically inherited but is socially constructed and continues to be 

reconstructed was ignored by Judge McEachern. In other worâs. what was 

ignored was that the Gitskan and Wet'suwet'en people's activiiies on their land 

may have changed over time. that this does not mean that they are no longer 

aboriginal, nor does it mean that the land is less important to them. 

The land rigMs case has recently been overtumed on appeal. Asch (1992: 

235) mentions a number of other court rulings in which anthropologists have 

been instrumental in conveying this understanding about the nature of culture. In 

one particular Supreme Court ruling on Native self-determination nghts it was 

stated 'existing aboriginal rigMs must be interpreted flexibly so as to permit their 

evolution over time and that clearly ... an approach ... which would incorporate 

frozen rights mua be rejected." 

A nurnber of anthropologists played very important roles in supporting the 

struggles of the eastem James Bay Cree after the Quebec government's 

hydroetectric development proposal in the region. Richard Salisbuiy, Adrian 

Tanner, Colin Scott and Harvey Feit are four such anthropologists who were 

instrumental in providing support to the Cree leadership in negotiating and 

implementing the James Bay and Northern Quebec Agreement. 



This thesis is not an attempt to deconstruct and debilitate the credibility of 

the Cree eiders' narrations of CreeAnglican tradition. Nor is it my intention to 

expose the Takery" of young people's appropriation of Pan-lndian symbols 

because for one thing. 1 have lime to expose, considering that many young 

people are keenly aware of this appropriation. My intentions are to use Cree 

youth culture, visible in the community, to illuminate the fluid nature of aboriginal 

culture. In doing so I have emphasised the creativity of Cree youths in th& 

processes of re-inventing culture- 

Nevertheless, we do need to fully undentand the cornmon denial of 

cultural agency to youth and to Native people in general. 80th foms of denial 

invoive a treatment of a category of human beings as passive recipients of 

culture. cultural objects rather than subjects. What ultimately goes with this 

ascription of passivity is a denial of political rights, a refusa1 to accept the rights of 

the 'other' (whether defined in terms of age. ethnicity. gender or class) to self- 

determination and seif-expression. This is not simply a claim that the state and 

various institutional interests (including the assorted interests of social scientists) 

are denying cultural agency to Native people as a homogeneous group. Rather it 

is a claim that there is a struggle of collective identifications and assertions of 

authenticity between various interest groups; including contestations of daims 

between state and institutional bodies and Native groups as well as contestations 

within Native communities themsehres. 

I have outlined a number of these struggles. One such prominent struggle 

exists with Native groups, such as the Gitskan and Wet'suwet'en. whose cultural 

agency was officially denieâ by the court. This was denied by equating it with 

cultural loss. In other words. the court stipulated that they are no longer behaving 

like 'authentic Indians", and thus. no longer have an authentic daim to being 
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lndian. 

The description was also provided of how young people's agency has 

k e n  denied by academW as weli as by sane M e r s  in Red Bank. The cultural 

agency of youths has been equated with cultural loss and even 

'psychopathol~~ical" behaviour. This diagnosis, which translates their cultural 

creativity into a pathology, is not only a misrepresentation of the nature of the 

culture processes it is also socially emasculating for the young ados. In other 

words. this tactic of exerting control by daiming that there is something unhealhy 

or unnatural about young people's behaviour is a mechanisrn for debunking 

young people's attempts at self-expression and the re-creation of their 

Finally. socid scientists have had an invotvement in the denial of Natives 

culturai agency. This denial has sornetirnes been in the fom of 'decoding and 

recoding" (Clifford, 1986) the cultural practices of Natives. where Native daims to 

that this disparagement is an inadvertent side-affect of the pursub of 

understanding narratives. While. Trask (1 991 : 162-3) believes that 

anthropology's slighting of Native clairns is an attempt by the hegemony to 

protect its position of power. In her article (1991) 'Natives and Anthropologists: 

The Colonial Strugglen Trask responds to an article written by Roger Keesing 

(1 989) 'Creating the Past: Custorn and ldentity in the Conternporary Pacificn. 

For Hawaiians. mthropologists in general (and Keesing in particular) are 
part of the colonizing horde because they seek to take away from us the 
power ta define who and what we are, and how we should behave 
poiitically and cuiturally. This theft testifies to the stranglehold of 
colonialisrn and explains why self-identity by Natives elicb such 
strenuous and sornetirnes vicious denials by members of the dominant 
culture ... The direct link between mental and political decolonization are 
clearly observable to representatives of the dominant culture. like Keesing , 
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who find thek status as 'expertsw on Natives suddenly repudiated by 
Natives themsehres. 

In a subsequent article by Keeshg (1 991) he responds to TrasKs accusations. 

First, he asks her why she feels it necessary to defend the practice by some 

Pacific Mander political groups to manufacture a 'Golden Age" of pre-European 

contact free from wars. patriarchy and chiefly oppression. In short. he accuses 

her of suspending her criticai judgement of the history. 

Keesing then declared that he recognises the political senslivity of 

'outsidersr contradicting Native historicai claims. However, he believes that the 

real clash of interests is not necessarily between Natives and non-Natives, but 

rather it is a conflict of class interests. He (1991 : 168) asserts that 'there are 

plenty of 'insiders', many with Swiss bank accounts, busily selling their forests, 

their minerais. their fish - the lives and environments of their village cousins and 

their own children and grandchildren - to foreign interests." He claims that 

'cultural nationalist rhetoric is increasingly deployed by Paclic dites to 

camouflage these issues of power and interest." And Native acsdemics. w hether 

they want to admit 1 or not, are aiso part of the bourgeois class of their white 

academic counterparts. 'lt is not surprishg that they seek to resohre these 

contradictions [of class interests], to validate their rigM to represent 'their' people. 

and to maintain senses of personal identity by invoking bonds of shared essence. 

racial and cultural." Keesing asserts here that some upperclass Natives are using 

Nationalist metoric of a romanticised pre-European past to distract lower class 

Natives Rom the real problems which invohre class issues. 

Keesing's point is an important one. Aboriginals are not a homogeneous 

group. Wdhin this very broad group there are different interests based on a 

number of grounds including age. gender. region and class. Thus Murray's 
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proposal (in Nagel, 1996: 66) for social science to lima its focus of inquiry to 

avoid getting in the way of the pditical stnigglcw of 'Indians* b problematic 

because of the potential for intemal injustices to go unchecked and gfbvances to 

go unheard. 

Anthropologists have been accused of representing young people as 

'appendages to aduit society", where they might be visible but are Hill 'inaudible" 

(Caputo, 1995: 22). 1 gave examples of three authors who did represent young 

Cree in t his manner (Preston. 1 979; Sindefl. 1 976; Wintrob. 1 976). In order to 

undetstand Me social positions of young aboriginafs, we must provide them with 

voices in the research process. This would require more inquiry than simply 

taking the officiel narratives of the community at face value, as Murray proposes. 

Nevertheless. one couid also make the argument that both Keesing and 

Linnekin were being very naive to think that their work would not be used to 

dismantle Native land claims in the region. At any rate, it is an extrernely difficult 

situation that social scientists find thernselves in. On the one hand, portraying - 

Natives as existing in socially and culturally unchanged societies wouM uitimately 

be a great political disservice because of the fact that they have changed and so 

have their needs. On the other hand, the state and the judicial system's lag 

behind contemporary understandings of the nature of culture and cultural change 

has led to critical misinterpretations of ethnographies. Despite this awlmard 

situation, the overall projet3 of cultural studies to develop and disseminate 

understanding about cuiture, is an important one end it is contributing to positive 

changes in how the state and judiciary system are treating aboriginal claims in 

Canada (Asch,1992: 235). 



Cha~ter Nine 
Conclusion 

There is now a generation of young people who have spent ali or almost 

ail of their lives in Red Bank. Life on Elizabeth Island invohres snap shots and 

stories of the old good life. Life in Red Bank is proMematic in many respects. 

Extremely rapid changes to the way of Me in Red Bank have been foiced upon 

its members. As a result the relocated community has been faced w l h  many new 

problems. These are problems that I do not think many people would deny. 

However, Red Bank is also a vibrant. exciting place where many interesting 

cultural changes are occurring. Young people are at the forefront of this change. 

Despite the fact that most young people expliclly attach a higher value to 

bush-life. many spend al1 but a short period of the year in town u. The bush has 

been an inseparable part of Cree identity. While I do not think that you will find a 

single person in the community who does not think the bush remains sol 

'traditional" Native syrnbols and ceremonies have become alternative media for 

the expression of Native identity. These new imported forms of Native identity 

expression do not necessarily have to be manifested by spending time in the 

bush. In fact, they often require facilities only available in town. Round dames. 

which are expressions of Native identity, can occur in the school gym or the 

community centre's auditorium. 

Town-life involves global flows of symbols and meaning from the mess 

media. Part of the youth cultural processes occurring in town are tied to its 

mediascape which involves T.V. and film characters, scripts. scenarios and video 

lyrics. Town-life also involves the cultural flows of transnational Native symbols 

that are channelled by the rnembers attending powwows and gatherings in other 
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communities and people from elsewhere who corne to Red Bancs powwow and 

gatherings. Youths are using these media with indigenou cultural values and 

practices for the negotiation of their cultural processes and identity constructions. 

The conflicting descriptions of tom-life. as king both boring and exciting 

and having both decadent and sacred characteristics. reveal some of the general 

contradictions that exist, not only in the dïfficult context of Red Bank. but 

generally in life everywhere. tdentity constructions, which are multiple. strategic 

and situational. are abb to incorporate these contradictions. Being a hunter, a 

pool shark. a rock star and part of a Pan-lndian community are all possible for 

one person because they are situationally and strategically contingent. 

The purpose of Mis thesis was not simply to examine and exhibit Cree 

youth culture. lts broader purpose was to dernonstrate the changing nature of 

culture; highlighting aboriginal cultural change. The view that authentic or verified 

culture should be determined through taxonomical analysis equates so-called 

authentic culture with lifeless museum pieces; cultural artifacts collecting dust on 

shelves. The denial of cultural agency to any category of human beings, whether 

on the basis of age. ethnicity. gender or class. can be interpreted as an attempt 

to assert control over the groups in question. Therefore, arguments that cuttural 

invention or renewal is part of the practice of cultural mfakery" for political gain 

should also be scrutinised seriousiy . 
The general project of cultural studies. to understand culture. is a sensitive 

one. This is particularly the case when 1 concerns Natives who are often 

politically marginalised and have very little control over the rapid socioeconomic 

and cultural change that they are faced with. However. it is an important project 

and is contributing to changes in how the state and judiciary systems are treating 

aboriginal claims in Canada. This treatment is based on the recognition that 
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Aboriginal communities are changing and so are their needs but this fact makes 

them no less aboriginal. Young people in Red Bank provide a clear 

representation of livefy and authentic aboriginal culture in the making. Their 

creativity exemplifies how local aboriginal cultures and traditional practices are 

in processes of continual renewal . 

Future Research 

Aboriginal youth cultural agency is a concept that desewes further study. 

The cultural processes of young aboriginals have generally been left out of 

Native studies in Canada. They have typicaily been portrayed as apprentices for 

adult culture. In this manner. aboriginal youths have typically been denied 

cultural agency. This denial is ultimately a denial of self-expression. Where there 

has been nurnerous studies on subjects such as juvenile delinquency and 

substance abuse, few have approached these problems in ternis youth cultural 

production. In order to effectively understand many of the problems faced by 

young aboriginals we must understand them as being cultural producers and to 

allow them to have a voice in the research process. 

A second course of study that deserves further investigation is on the 

subject of aboriginal cultural change and the state. However. the study that I am 

suggesting is not necessarily further examination of cultural change in aboriginal 

corn munities. Rather. what I am proposing is that the justice system's 

interpretations of aboriginal culture and cultural change in general merits 

examination. This might involve reviewing various land-claims decisions or it 

might involve intewiews with judges on their understandings of culture and 

cultural change. It is the legal system's general cognitive lag behind 

contemporary understandings about the nature of culture that should be exploreci 



and exposed. 
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A~pendix 1 

Statistical Profile of Red Bank 

In this supplememal section, I use data from the Census and the Aboriginal 

Peoples Survey to prwide a detailed profile of Red Bank mgarding a number of 

factors. The context of Red Bank regarding demography, education. income and 

labour force involvernent is outlined and compared with larger encompassing 

geographical areas (see Appendix 2). lncome and labour force invoivement are 

reviewed in ternis of both formai cash activities and subsistence activities. This 

addendum is useful for understanding in more detail the socioeconomic changes 

that have occuned in Red Bank. Its purpose is also to contextualise the findings 

of rny ethnographic study with respect to other comparable communities and with 

respect to the representativeness of my sample for Red Bank itseif. Despite the 

fact that the latest census data that 1 am using was collected six years before the 

coiiection of ethnographic data, I believe that it is still useful in providing us with a 

more complete understanding of the contet of the of Red Bank. 

1 ) Demoaraphic Characteristics 

I first review data on the fertility rates for Red Bank and compare them to rates 

for larger encompassing population groupings (the average for the total of Cree 

communities and the average for the total of Native-Northern communities, see 

appendix 1). Second. I look at migration patterns for Red Bank residents 

between the years 1986 and 1 991. 

Fertility 

Graph 1 illustrates the fertility rates of single and married wornen in Red 

Bank. the average for al1 of Cree communities and the average for the Native 
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Northern communities. The fertility rates are the number of children born per 

1000 women. 

1 Fertitity Rates of Single and Manicd W a a n  for 1 99 1 1 

Red Bank Cree average Nat-Nor îver 

(Source: Census Profile 1991, Statistics Canada) 

The graph indicates that the fertility rate for rnarried women in Red Bank is 

siightly lower than it is for the Cree average. but is substantially higher than the 

rate for the Native-Northern average. For single women, the Red Bank fertility 

rate is slightly higher than it is for both the Cree average and the Native-Northern 

average. 

What may be concluded from the graph is that rnarried, and to a lesser 

extent, single women are having more babies in Red Bank and in the average of 

Cree communities. than they are in the Native-North. This will likely mean that 

Red Bank and the Cree average have a relatively Young and growing population. 



Migration 

Graph 2 illustrates the mobility status of residents betwcien the years 

1986 and 1991. Red Bank is compared to the Cree community average as well 

as the Native-Northern community average. The four types of rnobility status that 

are compared are: the percentage of residents who have moved from another 

census subdivision (CSD: see appendix 2) during the previous f i e  year peiiod; 

the percentage of residents who moved within the province; the percentage who 

have moved from a different province; and the percentage who have moved from 

outside of Canada. 

Diff CS0 - ~ i t h i n  prov' ûthcr prov ' Outside Can 

i 

(Sources: Census Profile 1991, Statistics Canada) 

j 

Graph 4 indicates that there was relatively lale in-migration to Red Bank 

over the five year period compared to the Native-Northern cornmunity average. 

Only 9% of the population of Red Bank moved there from another CS0 dufing 

Mobility Status of Residents as %of Total, 1986-1 991 
t 
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the five year period. This is compared to 22% for other Native-Northem 

comrnunities. 7% of Red Bank's population moved from a different CSD from 

within the province. This is compand to 19% for the Native-NoRhern commu 

average. 2% of Red Bancs population moved from another province. This is 

similar to the 3% for the Native-Northern community average. Finally. 0.5% 

nit 

moved to Red Bank from another counhy. This is sligMly higher than the Native- 

Northern community average of 0.496. Overall, few people have moved to Red 

Bank during the five year period. 

2.Work 

Subsistence production continues to play a significant role in the economies of 

many northern aboriginal communities in Canada (Elias, 1995). Food acquired 

from hunting and fishing play irnpoftant roles in improving the living conditions in 

the north. 

Subsistence producers have readily adopted new technology which has 

made their yields greater, as well as some of the bush conditions more tolerable 

(Salisbury, 1986). However, this technology cornes at a price. The need for cash 

requires most Native hunters in Canada to engage in wage ernployment. at least 

part-time. 

The Cree communities of Northern Quebec are able to receive cash 

incomes for their subsistance production. The Cree were very effective in 

negotiating the terms of an agreement (Income Security Program [ISP] : Section 

30 of the James Bay Norihern Quebec Agreement) that allowed their families to 

work full-time in subsistence production (Salisbury, 1986). 

In this section. I review data that gives a description of the balance 
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between subsistence production and fonnal labour force activity. Participation 

levels in the ISP, as well as participation rates in the labour force are reviewed. 

The proportions of occupations will be compared longitudinaily and between the 

Cree average and the NativeNorthern average. 

1SP Participation 

Graph 5 illustrates the changes in ISP participation over a ten year . 

period. The participation of Red Bank residents and the Cree average are 

compared ove? the period of 1976, when it began, to 1987. 

1 ISP BeneficLry Population as Percentage of Total Population 1976-87 1 ' 
i 

(Source: Scot! and Feit, 1992) 

The percentage of Red Banks population enrolled in the Program when it 

began in the mid 1970's dropped frorn 60% to less than 2046 in 1980. The drop 

was likely related to Red Bank's relocation from Elizabeth Island. From 1981 to 

1985, Red Bank's ISP participation increased to 45%, passing the participation 
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percentage for the Cree average. From 1985 to 1987, the ISP participation 

percentage deceased slightly to 37% of the population. Overall, for the Cree 

average, the proponion of the population participating in the ISP has deceased. 

Despite this decrease in the proportion of the population participating in 

the ISP, Graph 6 illustrates that the absolute number of ISP beneficiaries had 

increased over the ten year period. 

(Source: Scott and Feit, 1992) 

During the period of 1977 to 1987, the number of ISP beneficiaries had 

increased by more than 300. In the late 1970's this number decreased by more 

than 100, but then increased sîgnificantly in the 1980's. The proportional 

decrease in ISP beneficiaries over the ten year period is likefy due to population 

increase. More people were participating in the ISP, however. more people were 

Total Number of IS? Beneficnrier for All Cree Canmuniticr 1977-87 
i' 
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also not participating. 

Labour Force Participation 

The participation rates in the wage labour force has increased for the 

population of Red Bank between 1986 and 1991 . Graph 6 illustrates this 

increase, 

i 
Labour Force Participation Rates for Males and Fernales 1 986-9 1 - 

Males 86 Males 91 'Fenules 16~femles 9 1 

Red Bank 

e Cree .Mg 
Nat-Nor awg 

(Sources: Census Profile 1986, Statistics Canada; Census Profile 1991, Statistics Canada) 

Labour farce participation rates have increased by airnost 10 percentage 

points for both men and wornen during this period. This means that 

proportionately more men and women are employed or were looking for work. 

For men in Red Bank, over the five year period, their participation rate has 

increased to match the participation rate of the Cree average. For women in Red 
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Bank. it has increased faster than the rate of the Cree average and in 1991 was 

even with the Cree average. 

The labour force participation rates for men and women in 1991 !or both 

Red Bank and the Cree average were significantly lower than the Northem 

average. Participation in the ISP is likely a large contributing factor for these 

lower rates. Fewer Cree were employed or were iooking for employment than 

the Native-Northern average because they were hunting full-time. 

Graph 8 if lustrates changes in young people's labour force activity over a 

five year period. 

maQu 

- - / [Participation and Uncmployrncnt Rates for Both Sexes 1 5-24 Ycrrs 1986-91 / 
1 1  

l i  
1 .i PR 86 PR 91 UER 86 UEP 91 

(Sources: Census Profile 1986, Statistics Canada; Census Profile 1991, Stastics Canada) 

Red Bank's participation rate (PR) for young men and women, ages of 15 

to 24, between years 1986 and 1991 has increased slightly, but rernained lower 

than the Cree average. In 1991 , the participation rate was also substantially 

lower than the Native-Northern average. More than 25% fewer Red Bank young 
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people, than young people in the Nativehlorthern average, were participating in 

the labour force in 1991. This might also be due to participation in the ISP. 

Another explanation. could be that more young people have given up looking for 

work. People not looking for work are not considered to be part of the labour 

force. 

Youth Unemployment 

The unemployment rate (UER) in 1986 for youth in Red Bank was l e s  

than it was for the Cree average. However, despite the fact both the youth 

unemployment rate of Red Bank and the Cree average dtopped, they both 

remained higher than the Native-Northem average. There are two possible 

reasons for the unemployrnent drop in the Cree communities: more employment 

for young people or some young people have given up looking for employment. It 

seems likely that both have occurred. The youth participation rate for the Cree 

average decreased slightly between 1986 and 1991, likely meaning that more 

people have ceased looking for work Declining participation has not matched the 

decline in the unemployment rate for the Cree average, meaning that some 

young people must have found employment. 

Occupations 

Graph 9 illustrates the changes in the proportion of people in occupations 

in different types of industries between 1986 and 1991. Pfimafy industry 

occupations (1 st) are resource extraction industries. They include mining, 

logging, fishing and agriculture, etc. Secondary industry occupations (2nd) are 

manufacturing industries. Tertiary industry occupations (3rd) in the sentice 

sector. They include teaching , sales. clerical, administrative, etc. 



Percentage of Occupations by lnductry Type, 1986-91 t 
m I 

(Sources: Census Profile 1 986, SlatTsb'cs Canada; Census Rofiie 1 99 1 , Statistics Canada) 

The proportion of occupations in Red Bank in primary industries was low 

in both 1986 and 1991. For the Cree average, these occupations were slightly 

lower. Red Bank and the Cree average had lower proportions of occupations in 

primary industries than the NativeNorthein average. 

Between 1986 and 1991, the proportion of occupations in secondary 

industries in Red Bank dropped slightly. However, in 1991 , Red Bank and the 

Cree and Native-Northern averages al1 had similar proportions of occupations in 

secondary industries. This was between 20 and 25% of al1 occupations. 

Occupations in the service sector increased by almost 20% in Red Bank 

between 1986 and 1991. In 1991, th& proportion was siigMly higher than it was 

for the Cree average. 80th the proportions of occupations in the sentice sector 

for Red Bank and for the Cree average were 10 to 15% higher than it was for the 

Native-Northern average. This relatively large proportion of occupations in the 
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service sector in Cree communities is likely representative of self-administrative 

roles seized by the communities. Since the mid-197û's. Cree communiües have 

been increasingly assuming control over administering their own public seMces 

and administration (Salisbury, 1986). Red 6anKs Band Council, high schoof and 

hospitai are just a institutions in the community that provide employment in the 

service sector. 

3.1ncome 

Thus far, we have looked at two sides of Red BanKs economy: Its cash economy 

and its subsistence economy. In this section. I review levels of cash and 

subsistence incomes of the community. Subsistence incomes include food from 

harvests- 

S ubsistence Income 

Graph 10 illustrates the average food weight. in kilograms, available per adult 

consurnption unit per day. This graph represents the cornmunity's collective 

income of meat and fish. 



1 
II ' 6ush Food Atmilable P u  A&k Consunptim Unit 1 94-79 

(Source: Scott and Feit, 1992) 

Graph 10 indicates that Red Bank's availability of weight bush food pei 

aduit consumption unit was generally higher than the Cree average. However, in 

1975 and 1976,it dropped below the average for Cree communlies. In 1978, it 

rose and surpassed the Cree average. 

The mutual relationship between Red Bank's subsistence and cash 

eco nomies can be seen in practices of income sharing. Subsistence activities 

produce a substantial proportion of food consumed by members. Hunters 

consume the bush food that is acquire in the bush. Full-time hunters also 

exchange gifts of bush food with community rnembers. that are employed full- 

time, for cash gRs (Scott. 1982). The cash gifts, as well as cash incornes from 

the ISP, make it possible for full-time hunters to purchase commercial goods. 

Local commercial consurnption by ISP beneficiaries creates market 

demands that result in more employment in the community. 



Cash lncome Compositions 

Graph 1 1 illustrates the cash income compositions of Red Bank over a 

five year penod and between ample populations. Employment and government 

transfer payments (GTf) are two sources reviewed. 

- 
G r r ~ h  11 

I - 

hcome Composition Percemages 1986-91 
I 

I l 

, Emo Inc 86 - Ernp lnc 91 ' GTP 86 ' GTP 91 

(Sources: Census Profile 1 986, StatiSa'c~ Canada; Census Profile 1 991 , Statistics Canada) 

The income composition for Red Bank between 1986 and 1991 is viftually 

the same. The greatest source of income for individuals in Red Bank is 

employment, representing 76% in both 1986 and 1991 . The proportion of 

government transfer payments represented roughly 23% of the composition and 

other income represented roughly I o ! .  Red Bank's proportion of income coming 

from ernployment is slightly higher than the Cree average and is significantly 

higher than the Native-Northern Average. Red Bank's proportion of income 

coming from government transfer payments is similar tu the Cree average but is 

m uch higher than the Native-Northern average. lncome Security benefits are 
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recorded by Statistics Canada as govemment transfer payrnents. Red Bank and 

the Cree average's relatively high proportion of govemment trander payment as 

income, represents their ISP participation. 

4) Conclusion 

In surnmary, a large proportion of Red Bancs population is young. In 

1991,58% of the population was below the age af 24 and 2290 of the population 

was between the ages of 15 and 24. The proportion of people with high school 

diplornas in Red Bank is low. However, most of those who have graduated from 

high school have continued with some post-secondary education. Between 1986 

and 1991 there has been a growth in the proportion of people with post- 

secondary training speciaiised in commercel administration and 

engineeringltechnical fields. The quantity of lncorne Security Program 

beneficiaries afso grew in absolute numbers for all Cree communities. ~owever. 

proportionately their nurnber has declined. This is likely due to the growing 

population among the Cree communities. Labour force participation rates 

increased for Red Bank's population, as well as for Red Bank's young people. in 

particular. Finally, the availability of bush food increased for Red BanKs 

residents. Cash incomes aiso increased for Red Bank's families. This is higher 

than both the Cree and Native-Northern communny averages. Despite the high 

farnily incomes. Red Bank's family income inequaiity is low. 

The information in this section refiects the complex relationships that Red 

Bank has with enduring and emerging modes of production. Young people in 

Red Bank are negotiating youth culture within this context of changing 

relationships between new and old ways of life. 



Primary 
Seniernents 

Urban Fron tier 

Rural Enclave 

Rural Nirvana 

Native North 

CDS conuining the major metropcfitan atm8 of Toronto, Moncnrl. Vancouvar. 
Edmonton. Winnipeg and Ottrwr Chrraaeristits include a brge urhn population. hbh 
incarnes and duution k v e t ,  8 skillod wofkforca rrid sa- uonomy, 

CDS which either confiin 8 iarger ci!y such 8s Quebat City or are adj.unt to 8 Prïmary 
Setticment They have simikt but k s  erarme thrnct.fMcs ta the Pflmary Settlements, 

CDS which seem to represecrt outmigration of city dwelfen te t)re munnyside. Skillr and 
income leveis are high. they i re  likely to wmmute to work and fernain eœnomitilly and 
saialjc inbrgnosd m nsuby *. suggWing that an apparent Irtk of schwlr and hospitrts 
is initially Iess importrnt 

C D S  charadmm by npid popultion dedine. outmigration of tbe young moderate incornes 
but a high degr- of dependence on govtrnment sewitu for employmant and tr;rnsfer 
payments for incarne, They i re  found predominantiy in agticultunl a i u s  and may fit the 
-nario uffhners in the Prairies where the spouse is employed as a tocher  ot in the loul 
hospital. 

Cos dominatcd by Die presenca of minin9 and oil. There are young family structures, good 
and s 8 b k  income and a high percantrge of the populrtion with port-s-ondary cducaüon. 
A prime example is CD m6 in Albe- (northcast a m e r )  where one- mitd of .II employment 
is in oiL 

CDS dominatcd by a very young population structure with popuIation either tcntrtd in 
seaiemen& or in mmoe arcis. T h u a  CDS also have minin9 rcsoutces. but this employment 
is generatly second to government services, There are few people with port-Suondary 
educirtion, low to madente but appatently rising incornes. 

(Source: Hawkins, 1 995) 





End Notes 

1. All of the communities narned in this paper were given pseudonyms in order to 
protect, as much as possible, the privacy of the community in question. 

2. All of the names of people were replaced by pseudonyms, with four exceptions 
in the Much Music and Local Amsts section on pages 50 to 56 (see end notes 7 
to 12). 

3. Comments made about the comparatively lower levels of education should 
have no bearing on the quality and detemination of the teachers at the school. 
Most people that I spoke with seem to feel that the cornrnunity has a nurnber of 
exceptio na1 educators. 

4. The barricade is a blockade on the the road leading to Lafleur, which is paid 
for and operated by the cornmunity. Its purpose is to prevent alcohol from 
entering the community. Cars entering Red Bank are stopped and may be 
checked for afco hol. The effectiveness of the barricade is a controversial subject 
within the community. It is costly to maintain and some argue that the money 
used to maintain it could be spent more wisely. 

5. There are a few excellent articles written on Aboriginal youth culture in 
Australia. David Palmer and Len Collard's ariicle entïtled 'Aboriginal Young 
People and Youth Subculturesn describes very well the creativeness of Nyungar 
young people in urban areas, as well as many misconceptions about them. 
Another useful article is: Neumann (1 992), 'A Postcolonial Writing of Aboriginal 
History". 

6. While youth cultural production is often associated with cultural innovation and 
hybridity. not al1 researchers univenally make this association (Caputo, 1 995; 
James, 1995). Some recognise that young people and children in 'particular can 
be culturaliy conservative. Both Caputo and James found that the young people 
they observed were preserving songs and sayings that are generations old. 

7. Choosing to reveal the identities of the peopre in this section was difficult. I felt 
that the choice between comprornising the integral privacy of the community and 
giving due recognition to the artists for their work was not an easy one to make. 
However, I feel that revealing their names is appropriate. 

8. Songs by Robert Bobbish. from his album Lost lnside Blue Thunder Music 
Publishing, 1996. 

9. Song by Robert Bobbish, from his album Lost Inside Blue Thunder Music 
Publishing. 1996. 



IO. Song written by Harry Snowboy in Robert Bobbish's album Lost lnside Blue 
Thunder Music Publishing, 1996. 

1 1. Song by Jody House. unpublished. 

12. Poems by Anciîa Bugden. unpublished. 

13. Most young people spend oniy the spring and sometimes the fail goose hunts 
in the bush. Howwer, many (roughly 30% of the entire community) are also 
hunting full-time. as indicated in Graph 5 in the in the appendk Those who have 
acquired the necessary bush skills. have access to family traplines and who 
choose to hum fulMime are doing so. The lncome Security Program (Section 30 
of the James Bay Northem Quebec Agreement) allows hunters who spend more 
than 120 days a year in the bush to receive a stipend (see Appendix 1 for a 
detaiied description of Red Bank's economy). Unfortunately, I was unable to 
inte~iew young people who were currently participating in the lncome Security 
Program; meaning that limitations exist with the field data in this respect. 

14. The Jingie dance and the Fancy dance are two of the more common dances 
performed at powwows and social events. Jingle dresses are made with many 
smaii metai tassels attached to them so that make jingle sounds during the 
dance. Fancy dresses are usually made with long colourful scawes that are - 
waved through the air during the dance. 
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